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ABS't'RACT 
Thin thesia oxamineo certain aspects of the interf~r-
\ 
\ 
ence from mother toru':Ue English in the learninp.; of French 
as a s.econd lanr,ua.R;e. A corpus of errors was selected from 
the .written composi tiona and translations of first- to fourth-
year university student~. · Those errors whose source was 
. . 
( 
deemed . to be interference from E~lish wet-e classified under 
. ' 
~ the general headinp;s of lexicon, syntax and . .'morphology. 
• 
Further sub-diyisions were m~de to try to account for as 
lla~y tyP.eS of error as pOSB i'ble, but the data d~d not cover 
' all the areas ~f grammar where interference might occur. An 
attempt was then made to explain the source of th'e interfer-
en~. based .on a contrastive analysis of the given structures 
in both languages. It w 
of errors occurred i~ th 
- ... 
greatest number o~ e rors 
The thesis emphasizes the 
found that the greatest variety • 
whereas the 
or syntactical. 
. ~·. 
that the mother tongue is 
often a souree of interference in second language· learning, 
that differences and ·similarities between language structures 
' 
should be pointed out .· in the classroom, and· that some areas 
' ' 
·or la~uage teaching may be better taught if based on a con-
trastive grammar of the source and target languages • 
. . , . . 
' 
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1. 1 'l' he problem 
' j 
t. I N'l'RODUC'l'I ON 
l 
This study was prompted by the frustration experienced 
as a teacher of French as a second lanr;ua.p.;e to first-year 
university students whose mother tongue is Enr,lish. These 
students, of Memorial University of Newfoundland, made so 
many errors, and of. such various kinds, that it appeared im-
probable that all of these errors were due to carelessness or 
d~cided to examine some of these error - those which seemed 
. 
due to interference from the s·tuden~s • native laru;;ua.e.;e t English. 
Consequently t th.is essay has been· written from the point or' 
view of a teacher, a teacher faced with very practical prob- ~ 
lems in the classroom. It .was felt th~t a contrastive a~alysis 
of errors due to interference from the mother tongue would 
. ·, 
make us more aware of the pattern cohflicts between French and \ . 
English, and more knowledgeable about \\the way a learner learns 
a second language •. 
1.2 The project \ 
'I Our intended project is to da. an analysis of the errors 
. - \ . 
due to interference . from English. We hope . to f .ind out how and 
why English interfered to cause the erro~s tn. French.· Our 
I 
approach is based on the principle of cof?.trastive li~istics, 
,.... 
' · 
which is the systematic comparison of two languae;es to discover 
and describe their differences and simila.T.ities ... This compar-
ison then provides a basis for an analysis of errors made in. 
., I 
I \ . . 
~ ... 
i. 
f 
I . 
?. 
one or the other of the lnnr,unv,eo. It may nlso be used ns a 
point de d~pa~t for teachi~~ the structure in which the 
particul~r error was made. We will examine errors made not 
I 
only b·y rt'ro.t-year students, but also by . students at vari ouR 
' 
other levels 't·~ their study of French, incl_udinll, the fourth-
year level. I t w~s assumed that at the more advanced levels 
students~would ~enerally not make careless mistakes, so ~hat · 
most errors which would occur would come from other sources, 
such as .interference from .English, or from improper learnirv; 
. 
of the particular structure; or · popstbly from interference 
from the tar~et lanf:uage itself . . 
Our corpus consisted of interference errors observed in 
and randomly· collected from the essays and translatio~s of 
first- to . fourth-year students. Having ~athered the data, we . 
then attempted to.classify these .err.ors as belonging to either 
\ 
the lexicon, the syntax, or the morphology ~f the target lang-
\ .. , 
\ . 
uage, French. £ach category was further s,ub-divided to try to · 
\ 
account for as many ty})es of interferenc~ \a.~ possible. The " 
classification of the errors proved to 
· because it is difficult to apply th~se 
be. a 'v.ery arduous· task, 
catego~es rigorously. 
Consequently, there may be cases where it could be argued that 
an error has been wrongly placed~ since the ~ategorizing was 
sometimes a matter of judgement rather than of a self-evident 
taxonomy. It was often difficul~ to determine exactly what . 
kind of error had been made and into what category to place it, 
. . . 
and occasionally an error fitted into more than one category. 
It was often necessary to draw a fine (and sometimes arbitrary) 
' 
'• 
-
li nc bol;wOon whn t cono t i tu l;ed a lcxi cal .error and wh~ con-
• r 
~ t t tu tea ~ 1~ramma ~; \.ca;t one, or ho tween err oro or nvntux and 
thoao of morpholo,~y. '!'.ho errors treated in thi.u ntud.v were 
noted i.n the wri ttcn work Of atudents learninr; r·'rench as D 
• . \-1.) ~0comi lr:tll'"Wl· ·e , conr:ei"Juen'.lv, no account han hf.!en made 
o~· phonolov.:i cal i.nt;erferenc~ from En...,.l in h. Nor has any 
attempt heen made to apply ~~at~n~ics tb thin aturty, because 
. . 
our main intent .is not. statisticaily-orie~ted, but is simpl.'/ 
~n endeavour to find out how and why En~lish han i~terfered • A 
w~tli ther;e a tudents' learnil'l{': of French, and if 'por;nihle, 
t 
':. O· draw s orne conclusions about the learn i nr. prohlems of the 
student. ' 
·Our approach. will be first to discuss briefly the 
phenomenon of interference, then to look a J the errors in 
each cate~ory, and under each sub-headinr;, to try to explain' 
-· <;he interference ~hat caused that error.:-'; .. We will .he usinp: 
the principle of contrastive analysis, not~np;·where the. 
differences · occur between :~iven str}Jctures in. ·the two lang-
.uages. 
' We have not attempted to make an exha~stive study of 
all the areas of f.?irammar th~t may -be influ~nced by the mother 
• tonn;ue. Only the· examples from our corpus have been exam-
-ined, so that we have made our analysis fit the data, rather 
; ' 
(1) The ' e~amples · in French that are numbered and that are 
,preceded by an asterisk indicate the errors that .. ,have be·en 
sel~cted . from our corpus. Sometimes an exam~le may contain 
errors other· than the one we are discussing• these errors • 
have been left intentionally, as we have chosen to present . 
the examples as found. 
( ' 
' \ 
I 
!.han co~l0ct. dn.tn. t:o ~llJlpnrt our then•in. ConnOfJUCnt.l:y, there 
are n.rer\:1 or l'rn.mmnr which we hnvo lefl; unt.roated nimply he-
., 
cnur1e r.hcn1! were not rorre~entod in our corpus of ~rrorn, 
hut. where ~. here rnny well he interference from the mother ton,~ue, 
o.r:. the :1Uh.\unct:ive, irror;ular verho, formation · or the plural 
of a'd.icctive;;. 
In the text of' our os~ny we have listed and discussed 
;js many~ i fforent types of interference as occurred in· our 
}ciata. However, we have not list.ed in the text all the examples 
of the oart.icular type of error. Where there were additional 
examoles, these have heen listed in an app~ndix to each ~ 
chapter, 
'· ·, . 
' 
( 
\ 
" 
' ........ 
..... 
_..... . .. 
-~ ....... . 
.. ·~ · 
r 
; 
\ 
2, 'tHIA''' IS I il't' ERT·'EHErJCE? 
W\11\~m ~ackc~ dpfinc8 interference as " t he u~e of 
,. 
l 
• ~I • 
clcmen ts of' one l:::1np;uaf~C while Jn penk i. n~ 'another" ( 19?0 s19 'l ) , 
• . ; I· 
'~'hi~ derini ti:~)rl':~is one of the few encoun·tered in the li t:er-
a~ure wh;ch ackriowlerl~e~ t:hat interference takes plarie at 
·. ' 
or:her levels of -ru~tla~e than t he phonolop:ica~ lev_~l. S i nce 
. i 
t: hi~ essay deals with ,grammatical a~d lexical in t erf erence 
~n written :'re.nch, Mackey's definition seems a r:ood star t -
' " inp po i nt for a brief discussion on'what interference · is, 
. 
why ~t pccurs, and how it can be identified and des~ribed, 
, 
• 
From ':he psycholo~ical point of view,·.' .. inter-ference 
comes under the t·itle.of ner:at!.ve trans f er •. Accord i T¥; to 
,Jakob o.v l '; s , 
"transfer is perhaps the si~le most important 
concept ·in the theory and pract i ce of education. 
In its general form, the principle of transfer 
re:ers to ·the hypothesis that the iearni~ of 
task A will affect the subsequent learni~ of 
task B ," and . it is ,this expectation that . justifies 
educational traini111; .. in schools as a form of 
prep~ration subsequent demands ~hat society will 
impose Upon the .individual" (l970al88). 
If the learnine: of. task A fac il'i tates the learning of task B, . 
this is pas i t i ve transfer •. If,. on the .other hand, i:he 
learni112: of task A impedes ·.the learning ... of ~sk. B, this is 
·ne~ativ~ transJer, or inter.Urence, and ~~(#imd· langua~e 
learni n;;· i ':: occurs when t .he ·deep~v ~mbedded struc~ures of 
the nat.i ve lal'l;~u~e dominate ·during tfie learnine; o( the ot.het 
lanP,ua~e. This then causes t he learner to make errors in 
the forei!!.n la~a£';e. From the bee:innine; of second laneuage 
.. 
. . 
.. . 
_, 
'g 
. 
. 
lcnrn i :''~, .t: ho learner mun t bo t;nur;h t t:o oboervc the d i t'far-
cncon h~ tween hi n mo thor t onr:ue and t he · ta"Ct':C t lanr:ual';o, _ 
and not tau~ht the latter aG if it were a codification of 
the mo:hcr tongue. 'Phio principle of te~chinp; by contraative 
. analyo in was advocated three ct'ecadeo ar:o, by c·harleo ~'rio!la "' 
• 
. . 
"The most effect~ve .. < teachinp.;-) materials are those that are 
bano.d u,pon a ! .. d~scripti~n -of the lal'll'!;uar,e t o be ' learned, 
ca_refully compared with a parallel deocription of the native 
laN1:uaP,e of the learner .. ( 19.45a9). 
Many appiied li~~uists and nearly all la~ua~e teachers 
are ~irmly'convinced that interference does occur in second 
lanr:uar:e learning, an~ ~heir beliefs are supported by .such 
lin~uiots as Lado, who saysa 
"W'f! know from the observation of many cases that 
the ~rammatical structure ' of the native la~uage 
tends to be transferred to the forei,g;n •••• we have 
here the major sourc~ of difficulty or ease in 
learni~ the foreign langua~e •••• Those structures 
that are different will be difficult .. (1957•58,'59) • 
. Mackey agrees a 
"Much of the . difficulty in learning to speak a 
second language (arises from the fact that) the 
deeply inp.;rained patterns of (the learner' a) \first , 
la~uage will i.nterfere with those of the language~ · · 
he is learning. When a situation presents itself, 
<;he, strong!!r associationJ! of his first la~uage ' 
will unconsciously respond ••• " (19651'109). 
While it is tru·e that interference from the native 
l~~uage is not the only cause of errors made by second la~­
ua~e learners, it is probably the prime cause. Catford has 
said a 
... 
.... 
"On pourrai t dire. que le plus ~rand 
l'acguisition d'une seconde langue 
prealable de la lan~1e maternelle" ~ ·~-
obstacle A 
est la possession 
(196)18). 
..... 
l 
'/ -
Dunkovn in leo~ omphatica 
· "'!'o oum up what hno been found about the sourcoo of' 
lnr~e ~roupo of errore we may onv that while inter-
ference from tho mother ton~ue playo a role, i t ls 
not tho onlv interferi.nr: factor" (11)69•2c;). 
Alno, according to Rrook~, 
•t •• ; a ccr;ain ~mount of interference · and dictortion 
will often be induced in (the l_earner' s) performance. 
in the new lan.n:uav,e by. the mere presence in his head 
of the·wordn and patterns of the mother tonr,ue"(l964aSS). 
There. seem to be .. a number of reasons wh;r · interference 
. 
takes place. Language is a system throu~h which the user 
or~anizes his thou~his and expresaes his experiences . of t~e 
' 
world. .When he learns a new la~uage he has to learn to 
orC!;anize his experiences in a new way,_ because this i's one 
way rn which la~ua~e systems differ .- their speakers -orr,anize 
~heir experience of the world differently. A la~ac:e is 
.. 
also a system made up of structures whos~ parts or elements 
hate a certain. mutual relationship a~ opposed to a mere 
accumulation of mutually independent items 01!almberr, 196Ja5). 
'!'he number of elements in a la~uage structure ·is limited, · 
and the functions of these elements "are determined by their 
relations to the other unit!P'-with which they are combi~d, 
within a .sys1;em of commun~cation possibLli ties ·(a paradigm), 
and within the actual speech sequence, the chain (or the 
syntagm)• ._(l96JaS). In a contras~ive analysis of two lang-
ua£es, i~ ·is generally found that they have certain structures 
in common, but also that one langua~e contains structures 
which are either diffe;~~·; ~r n~n-existent in, 'the 
other law.uaP:e. '!'herefore, where the structures of the new 
r-
' .. 
; 
I 
I 
~· 
l 
' 
' 
.. ' 
"n:mt.om (the tarr:ct lrtTV~U<lf~C) do no t; corror.pond With t ho Old 
~ 
(acquired') r.yatom (tho ~ourco lunr:ua~o or mother tongue), 
thoro will ho intorf'or1mcc bct;wcotl tho two 8,ystomo, nnd the 
loarr.lor or the tarF~o t lnnr;unr,o wili of ten make errors be-
cuunc of thin intcrforonce. 
Laru~ua~c may also ho considered as a form .of_behavior. 
'Pho learner han boon speaki nt~, readinp: and wr1 t i np; his mother 
~onp;ue for many years, and the structures and patterns of 
that larw.uar:e are so strongly ins:;rained as 'to be habits. 
r n learni ru~ · n second language the learner must; of ten alter 
his lan.r:uav:e behavior to accommodate· new structures in the 
tarr;e t la~age, because, as Pol i tzer says, "Different 
lanmJat;es ma:r use different methoqs, to express structural 
relationships and ~o express the grammatical meaning of a 
..... ' 
sen:ence•• (1970a84). For example, what is expressed lexically 
. 
in or:1e lal"''i':ua~e may b·e expressed syptactically . or phonolog-
ically in another. Thus the distinction between the sentences 
""' . ' 
"He wanted to leave" and '"He tried to leave" is a lexical 
one in EJ"lr,lish·, whereas in French it ·is . a grammat real one a 
Il voul'ait nartir and Il voulut/a voulu partir, respective!~·. · 
(~xamples f~om Mackey 1965•97). Sometimes great difficulties 
are encountered whe'n a known structure i:n one la~age is 
' # 
·representec;a in anothe·r b.v several structures a e.g; Je parle • . 
·I talk, I. am talkipg, I do talk, I have talked, I have been 
. 
:alkinr., I speak, I do speak, I have spoken, I have been 
speakinP,, (denendlng on the context). (Examples from Hewson' 
1972z79). 
.. 
' 
t- · · 
,. 
9 
• 
rn n lcarnin~ aituation, if the loarner docn not know 
a par~icular structure in the new lan~ua~e, he will try ~o 
bridge the ~ap by us i ~~ the known structure from hio native 
lan-.;uar:e. S i.ncc, however, az we have said, one lan~age i o 
not a codification of another, this kind of procedure is 
rarely successful, and the learner finds that he has made 
~ an error in the forei~;n languaf,e because of the influence 
-
of his mother tongue. I n other words, interference has 
_occurred because the learner has tried to apply to the new 
langua~e ~he ntructures and systems of his native language, 
.. 
• 
··"""'' 
L 
0 
tO 
J. L~XICAL IN'iERFERENCE 
),1 Lexical multiplicity 
. 
Errors of this type occur because often English has 
' several meanings for one word, whereas F~ench has a separate 
word for each of these meanings. One of the most common ex-
arnples of this is the word "time" , whose total range of meanings 
includes those of French fois.' temps · and heure. When the learn-
er confuses these terms in French and writes such sentences as 
(1) *C'est le ptemier temps qu'il visite la ville. 
(2) *Savez-vous le temps? 
~ 
it is ~ecause he has failed to make the distinction between 
tirnel (occasion) • fois 
time2 (dimension of the universe) • te~ps 
timeJ (by the clock) = heure, 
a distinction that he is ~ot required to make in English~ 
A s~milar type of interfer~nce occurs between t'he prep-
ositions "until" in English and .iusgu·~ and avant in Fr~nch. 
English uses the same preposition •until" in both affirmative 
and negative sentences, For- example, 
(a) 
(b) 
., . 
I'll stay·until eight o'clock, 
I won'~ g~ until eight o'clock. 
·rn French, however, there are ·two different prepositions to 
translate the "until"i one for the affirmative sentence, 
(a) Je resterai jusqu•l huit heures, 
and one for the negative s~ntence, 
(b) · Je ne partirai pas avant huit heures • 
• 
• 1 j 
l 
; 
. , 
i 
i I . 
t 1 
Confusion of these two prepoaitionn, becauoo of inter-
ference from Engli~h. often results in the student's writin~ 
nn incorrect sentence ouch as 
()) *Je · ne partirai pas jusqu'~ huit heures, 
Thi~ type . of error results from the fact that different 
semantic areas ~re sometimes covered by the allosemes of one 
word in Enp,lish and by several words in French, Diar,rammat-
., 
ically• 
English 
meaning 1 
meaning 2 
meaning ) 
Word 
r'rench 
meaning 1 • Word 1 
meaning 2 = word 2 
meaning n • Word n 
This probably explains an error such as 
. (4) *Nos amis ont promis de nous rencontrer ~ l'aeroport, 
. 
The ver~ rencontrer is just. one of the m~ny possible trans-
lations of th~ English "to ~eet", ani in the above example it 
has been used in an improper con~ext. Because the learner does 
no~ have to differ~ntiate in English between the different 
meanin~s of "meet", he assumes that French works the same way, 
and so he uses the most familiar word . (.to him) for "meet" -
in this case, rencontrer. 
).2 Basic dictionary errors 
Errors of this type tend to r'eflect a glaring misuse 
of t~e dictionary, especially if the iearner has misundersto.od 
I 
the particular lexeme in English. For example, the sentence· 
"He arrived at a level crossing." prod~ced the followi~ trans:. 
. . 
lation from a third-year .student• 
t 
t 
I 
' 
t?. 
( ·~) ,*Il arriva ~uno croince des chemins en pnll.cr. 
It oeemo obvious that the aturlen~ did not understand ' th~mean-
ing of tho compound no~n "level cross in~" , and rer:arded it 
simply . a8 a noun modified by an·adjective. Therefore, with 
the help of· his dictionary, he translated "crosoing" by ~ 
crois'e des chemins and "level" by en palier, which, since 
it was supposed to be an adjectival phrase, was placed in the 
' . . 
correct position after the noun. The student has erred in 
French because the r.1isunderstanding of a lexical item in Enp;-
lish lead to the creatio~ of a structure in French that corres-
~-
pon~ed to the o~e in his native language - that of .a noun · 
,. 
modified · ~y an adjective. 
Interference ' from English is. ~lao the cause of errors 
. 
such as the following• . 
. , 
~ . (6) *(Il y a) des conf,rences que les etudiants ne 
sont pas oblig's d'attendre. 
(7) *Si vous attendez un diner fran~ais 
••• t 
( 8) *J • 'tais tr~s fatigu', mais je n' avais pas le 1 
temps de rester. . .; ·· 
These errors have occurred because the student has used a 
lexical item in French which is graphically similar to the· 
. . I 
I English word which conveys the meaning. he wants to express. 
I 
l 
!"or example, French·attendre looks like English "atten?"• which 
/ 
is what the student mearit to· say in examples (6) and (7) above, 
but which should have been rendered in both cases by the verb 
assister ~.· Such words as attendre and rester in French, and 
"attend" and "rest" in English, are examples ·of faux amis,(l) 
(1) See Vinay-Darbelnet, p. 71-?4, for a definition and 
di~cussion of faux amis. 
I · 
! 
1 
where t·. hcrc in n. c.onn i dernblc renpmhlanco or form~ n.ncl ~~omo-
t. i mor.' aome overlap or meanin(~. 
Sometimen n. lexical error ·rermlt.inr: from a mi!'lunc of 
t.hc d~ ~ ioffar.v cn.n hP. f1Uite amusi.nr: to the reader, '!'he follow-
in~ ncntence~ Rrc examplesa 
•• 
(9) *,fc s~ ventilateur de .John Wa~rne, 
A rn.thcr stranE~e occupation for a student - but he' obviously 
intended to nay that he was a fan (admirateur) of John Wayne, 
(tO) *Les chaDse-neip:'e ont enlcve les rues, 
The stud~nt intended to' say that the snowplows cleared the 
streets, but he did not realize, after writing this sentence, 
that ~he snowplows in his Prench sentence did a lot more than 
did ':he snowplows i r; h'is E~l ish sentence, There seem :o be 
two nossibl~ explanations for the error in this example. 
Firstly, ~he student may have known the expression enlever le 
couvert, m.eani~ ~  "clear the table" , and ·on analogy with 
... 
this he wrote *.ru:!!ever les rues. Secondly, -t:he student may 
not have realized that in English the expression "clear the 
streets" is, in this qontext, a shortcut, meanirw: "clear the 
snow from the str~ets". In French, the verb enlever takes 
as direct ob,ject the thing whi~h is cleared aw,y, . and not 
that ~ which it is. cleared. If the student chooses to use 
enlever, he must .keep in mind that th.e primary meanin.e; of 
enlever is "to remove", and so he must say exactly what is 
removed. In the above case, it is not les rties, but la neiPz:e. 
Perhaps one of the classic errors in · this category came 
from a first-year student who was describina: his first plane 
ride. He sai da 
" ( 1 t) . *Le~ nuar:os rosnembln IPnt a den hemorroi.cien de 
neif~C. 
'Phe student wanted to sav that the clouctn looked like pilen 
of nnow, and he looked up the word ~piles" in the dict\onary 
and four:.~· hemorroides, Since this word is a cop;nate of the 
. Enr:l inh "haemorrhoids", it seems rather obvious that the 
n tudent. did not understand that word in Enr:l ish. 'P he result 
is an error which is amusin~ to a bili~ual but incomprehenn-
ihle t.o a native speaker of French who does not kno.w Erv':l i sh. 
3.) Phrasal verbs 
'T'here were numerous errors made on'•phrasal verbs, some· 
of which are phrasal in French, and others phrasal in Eng-
lish. >'or example, 
(12) *Le controleur nous a demande pour nos billets, 
has an error (the inclusion. o! pour} because the verb "to ask 
fo.r" is phrasal in EnP,lish but simple in F·rench - demander. 
rherefore, pour is redundant in the above example. Semantic-
ally, the simple verb demander covers in one word what "ask 
for" does in two. 
\ ' ' In the above example., the error was the inclusion in 
' • the sentence of a preposition that was semantically redundant. 
However, in the following example, the reverse has occurred -
... 
the omission of a preposition that is a necessary part of the 
particular verb used, 
(1)) *Nous· avons eu travailler. 
Here, it is the preposition.! ~hich has been omitted • . T.he 
. student has doDe ~ lit,ral trarislation based on how he had 
• 
' 
' I 
! 
I 
i 
~ 
. 
, . , 
p.;rouped his English sentence, nnd thio nppears to have been 
"We had/ to work~, He may hav~ thou~ht that bocauae the 
infinitive is marked morphologically in Prench (in above ex-
ample the -~ ending) it would have been redundant to inclu~e 
. " 
the preposit1on !. But the verb avoir has to have the pre-
position~ (thus maki~ it a phrasal verb) in order to express 
the notion of obligation or necessity, and this !.must .be ex- ' 
Pressed in the sentence, 
• • 
Frequently, errors on phrasal verbs resulted in faulty 
syntax in the French sentence, The following examples are not 
syntactically correct·, but the source of the error lies in 
the phrasal verba 
'• 
( 14) 
( 15) 
•Le repas fran~a~s ne ressemble pas celui du Canada, 
.. oi • 
•Les gens ressemblent bien ceux que je me souv1ens. 
In both sentences the learner has omitted the ! of the phrasal 
verb ressembler A, and has employed the construction ressembler ' + 
.; 
direct object, which produced an ungrammatical sentence, This 
error has probably occurred because the verbs "resemble" and 
"look like" 'both govern direct objects. 
The verb se souvenir (de) of (15) is als.o .Phrasal, but 
has a simple counterpart in .English- the verb "to remember". 
Sint:..:here ~s no . p~eposition needed in English before the 
direct object, the student has omitted the necessary preposition 
in example (15) above. 
Other examples of errors on phrasal verbs are as followsa 
(.l:,6) *Nous avons passe beaucoup de magasins. ' 
Here the preposition devant has been omitted, Passer devant 
(guelgue chose) is not a set phrasal verb in the sense that 
16 
oc souvenir...Jl.Q_i_guclque choee) i!l, bocauoe the verb pnoocr 
can be used by it~olf or in combination with other prepoaltions 
ouch as par and !. But passer devant differs semantically 
from panser p~r, and these two differ from pasner ~. so that 
a ~pacific comb.ination of. passer+ preposition, in other words, 
a specific phrasal verb i~ required to expres~ a specific se-
mantic notion. In the Enr,lish equivalent of example (16) above, 
"We passed a lot of stores", the verb "to pass" is simple and 
transitive it dqen not mean "to pass in front of". The .phrasal 
.}) 
verb passer devant is required to express that idea. 
(17) *Il pense de tout, 
('!'he English context was "He thinks of everythil¥!:"). The verb 
oenser can exist in non-phrasal form, e.~. On pense des pensees, . 
. #. 
or in phrasal form, in combinations with · the prepositions 
A and dea ( 
(a) Il pense A sa. femme. 
(b) Qu'est-ce,que vous pensez de ce- film? 
Penser ~ means "to think about, to think of" , in the sense 
of "to direct one's thoughts towards". Penser de means "to 
. . .; 
have an opinion of something or someone", Both have the common 
English translation "to think or•. So when this student wanted 
.to ' write in French "he· thinks of' everything'' , he wrote a word-
for-word translation - *Il pense de tout, becaus-e of th'e inter-
•. 
ference from English. 
),4 Idiom 
I.n this section on lexical idiom.:..· we will look at ·some .. _.,_ 
errors in the construction and use o~ certain expressions which 
~ -
I 
i ,. 
. . , 
:__f 
\ . 1'1 
nrc idiomatic ln l•'rench, . but; which inay no t be no in Em~lir.h. 
(18 ) *Nouu avono voya1~e nutour du Etat o-Unio, 
Here the student han glven a literal trannlation of En~lish 
"to travel around'', 'l'he idiomatic exprcooi on for t hlo in 
F'rcnch is 'fa ire lc t; our de. 
(19) *Cependant ~rand le peril. 
' ~his translation error was made'by a third-year student 
wh6 did not realize ~hat the function of "however" in .his · 
English sentence "however great the dant?;er" io that of.· an 
• 
intens i fier, and not of a senteme particle. But in his French 
f . sentence he wrote the conJunction cependant instead of tlW." . 
~ ;\\ .... 
correct idiom si grand (soit) le p6ril. 
(20) *L'aimez-vous ici~ 
I 
~; :·· 
This is a student • s attempt to a~k in French the question -. , -">:r~.:·. 
" Do you like it here?" (The context for this was a person 
-...... ..... 
' • 
aski~ · his neighbo~ if the latterliked the new location to 
which he had· just ·moved). In th.e above example '(20) the error 
is cau'sed ·by the int\f~~~ rence ·rrom English of · the impersonal 
• 
• • I 
pronoun ".it". In the English question, the "it" has no direct 
ref~nce. The "it" is a kind of filler ~r~!=.~ serves as a. 
compl~ment to the · verb "like" whic.h cannot normally be used 
impersonally i~ this ,sense, without any refere.nce whatsoever • 
. · ..... . / 
F'rench.has the pror.CJl!n.s cec.i, ~· cela, and~ which are used 
with the v~rb plaire to form the idiomatic construction Cela 
.... 
vous platt '' ici? Tlte cela is expletive and does not have a ,.., 
reference. . ~ -· · . 
~ (21) * I l · ~tait· seul six, 
~ ... . ·;,;, 
. ' · 
This is really a gross calque, a word-for-word tra'nslation 
\ 
\ 
' ~ 
1 r .. 
' i 
J ' 
1 H 
or the Eni-~liah "Ho wno only six". \ Tho learner either did ' I 
not know, or olse forp;ot, t.hc i di.oma tic expre~w ion a\oi. r ann -
\ 
\ 
"to bo X years olcl" • 
(22) * ... tl y 6tait ••• 
-
In this example, there neem9 to be both interlingual 
and intrali~ual interfer~e - fr~ the native langu~e and 
_ ... -~ - -·--
also from . the tarp;e t lanf;uar.e. The i nterferoncc from EnP,l ish 
1s evidenced by .etait (was), but the~ ••• does n'Ot corres-
. 
pond to anything in the.'l:nglish "there was". · It seems that 
. .,.. 
the learner had previously me t .}h~.P~diom il y a, ~vt had be-
. .. - . 
come confused, or had fon~otten tbat . the verb in this expr~sa- · 
ion is avoir, not 3tre. 
. .. 
(2)} *J'ava~s tr~s faim et fatigue. • I . .. . ..:. . 
Here the learner has fused two French constructions, 
-
one idiomatic and the oth~~ non-idiomatic. This is an example 
of interference because in E~lish he can ·~·cov.er the two semantic 
' . . 
notions, .of being ~ungry and b~~g tired, with one verb, ••to 
• be". In Fr-ench, however ·; "to be hungry" is rendered by the 
idiom avoir faim, ·whereas · the~~ is n~· .. cia~ ~d~.o~ for the 
expression "to be t .ired", b~t siT)lply- ·the ·. r~ . Atre and the 
. -~ '· .:-.,.,. .. . ~ . 
ad.iective fatigue. So bec~se , . i'fi ' .. ·o·~ ···Q~se Pr~nch has the 
. ·- ... -~ ..._ .. . -·. J' . . . . . 
verb a'.' r, ~ r ~nd in the ot-h~r ·~ .~~li~-~ .tre-;· iie.):.th~ one verb 
·-: ..... ,. 
,.. ' 
-:or the ot her can gr:a~ticall~y·_ e.xpress both ideas.: 
!-' . ' . . · .. -( 24) *J e vous manau·e ~ - · .. ,., 
\ . . . . ' 
Taken in itself, je o~vous .manque is a ·perfectly g ram-
.. • 
·' 
rnat)cal sentence, Why i,t is being ·_c~nsidered hez:e .'~s::an error ..: ... ~.•.:( 
is because it · i s not t~ cqrre.ct ~onstk:~~ion ·~"Or the. context. ~. 
~~ ·· . 
..:;,. ··· .. ' l ~ 
~~ 6' -- . : ' ~ 
.. 
I • 
/ 
0 • . 
','/hat wna rcqu ired· wa" vour1 ~anguez (i.e, I miss you), 
r n example ( 21~) the learner hmi produced a grammatical for:n 
whose particular ~yntactic arran~ement resulto in ~ semantic 
interpretation other tha~ the desired one. What re~lly caused 
this erron wa~ an i~iornatic misinterpretation of t he verb 
manguer, 1' he ::> tuden t. rna~/ have already b_een fa.m~l iar with the 
) 
construct:ion j'ai manque le train, Enr:lish uses its re~ular 
word order (sub ,iec t-verb-complemen t) in both this sense of . 
"m~ss" and 
of ••• •• • 
. , 
in the sense 6f "t6 noti~e with regret the absence 
However, when the verb · manguer is. 'u~e·d in this latter 
senoe, there>is not a one-to-one correspondence between the 
s:rntax of ·the French sentence and that of the E~lish sentence. 
The patterning is the •same - subject~vcrb-compleme~t, but the 
grammatical subject · or the English sentence is "I", wh~reas 
' ) in the French sentence .it is vous. The syntax of the French 
. 
sentence is not naturala.to the En£lish learner to express the· 
"Concept "I miss you". The syntax of the English structure 
dominated and as a .result ~e· produced tne form *Je vous manaue • 
. 
1 n order to, produce the correct idiomatic form in French, the 
. . • , 
learner may _perhaps have to re-interpret the verb manguer, in 
the sense of "to lack". The sentence wr ~iss you" will then 
become "You are lacking to me" arid then.the learner should 
not have ·· any prob"lem producing t·he"form Vous me manauez. 
~he following errors are fur.ther examples of idiomatic 
-interference from the English construct.i on, which has resulted 
in an at~empt at a ~iredt ~rinslatio~ - and the omission of 
the correct idiomatic expressioJl in French• . 
' 
.. 
~ 
., 
... 
. . 
• 
?.Q 
;(?. ')) : *Ln routo ritait vide dans les deux directiono. 
·-
• 
I. 
(26) 
(6.7) 
*(Il a parlcJ sous non souffle. 
*( Il devient) plus et plm1 malade. 
'(2FiJ *,J'ai prio un voyar;e. 
~ 
, 
. ·. 
. •· 
' 
\ 
t 
.. 
. .. 
, ' 
, 
t 
\ 
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4. SYMTACTTC INTEHPEHENCE 
Tn this study we are usiTli~ the term syntax to 
the ~rammatical and meaningful arran~ement of words 
~ 
produces a sentence. _Under syntactic· interference we will 
include errors of word .order, omission of rtecessary articles 
and prepositions, ~nd a "~rey area" which we have c~lled 
"\lnsatisfactor:v construct'ions", Into this latter .category , 
we have pu~ constructions whose -syntactic patterning was 
. . . 
faulty in some· way, but which did not fit into either of th~ 
other two sub~divisions. Again, it · was sometime~ difficult 
to classify certain errors as syntactic only, .and not lexical 
or morpholo~ical. This kind of rigorous classification wbuld 
dem,and that we observe clear boundaries between the lexicon, 
the syntax and the morphology . of a given language,. wher·eas it 
is our belief that no one of these areas can be described 
accurately without attention to the others. Co~seque~tly, as 
with the errors from lexical interference, we have relied on 
·. 
our _j~dgement for the categorization of -the syntactic errors • 
. 
. 
. 4.1 Word order 
In this section on word order we have put examples . of 
. . 
errors . in which the adverb, ~djective, negat~ve particle or 
. ' . 
pronoun has been placed in the wrong position in the sentence. 
These· categories of parts of speech in French are underGtand-
ably subject to interference Trom ~nglish because the rules 
. governing their position in the sentence are often different 
/ t'. 
l 
,. 
r . 
r 
r 
~-
~ 
r 
~ 
. . 
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~ from thoHe of En~linh.· For example, the normal poeitl.on of 
t he l·'rench ad .jec t. i ve t!; after the noun, whcroas l n Enr.;l ish 
ad .)ect i veo normally precede the nouns (there are· a few ex-
ceptions, e.r; ·. "proof positive''). Similarly, pronoun ob,jects (6. -. • 
normally follow the verb or infinitive in E~lish, whereas 
in French pronoun ob .1ects precede ~he. vex:-bal form, except 
in the imperative affirmative. We shall now e~amine some 
errors in the cater;ories to see ·how the French.structure was 
influenced by English. 
4.1.1 Adverbs 
(29) *Il.avait aime la vue beaucoup, 
Here the adverb beaucoup has bee~rrec~ly placed 
at the end of the sentence instead of after the auxiliary 
. 
avait. Interference from English is evident here as the 
. . ' 
st~dent has followed the same word order as he would have in 
English- "He liked the view very much". 
. . 
()0) *Ils toujours m'aident • 
. 
{ )1) *'·.. le ty:pe qui toujours tire la pit ie; 
The a~erb toujours is one whi.ch frequently g-ets mis-
placed b:1 learners of French whose . native language is Eng~ i'sh. 
This is.due to interferenC)e from English where the adverb 
"always• ge1:1erally occurs before the verb in a simple tense. 
For example~ 
(a) 
(b) 
I always go to the beach on Saturdays. 
Timmy always puts his shoes on ~he wrong feet. 
However, in a compound tense, in both Pr.ench and Englfsh, 
I 
.. 
21 
"always" and toujours aro placed be tween the aux il i.ary and 
t . ' 1 ( 2 ) F l the paut par tClP e, or examp ea 
(c) He had always ~one to school by bus. 
(d) Il etait toujours 'alle ~ l'ecole en autobus, {.)} 
4,1,2, Adjectives 
(J2) *••• les autres trois saisons ••• 
In French, the adjective autre( 4! if ~ccompanied ~Y a 
,. 
number, is placed after that number, so the correct version 
of example (32) is les trois autres saisons, In English, the 
word order is "other + number + noun", and it is ·t his pattern 
which has probably influenced the l13Eirner .. and caused him to 
make the error ()2) above. 
. . . "' 
. (J)) ~ ••• la .toute compagnie 
••• 
In thi$ example of incorrect word order, the ~rror was 
. /\ . 
dtie to interference of the English word pattern - "the whole 
company". When a student learns the position of adjectives 
in f' rench, he generally learns that ad j.ect i vee are placed 
after the noun, .except for a few frequently-used adjectives· 
fike grand, petit, beau, etc. which are placed b~fore the noun. 
But this list is ~ closed one~ limited t ·o about eight adjectives, 
(2) . The~e are six common t~mporal adverbs in English which 
take ·that position - always, frequently, never, seldom, some-
times, usually.., ·' 
·( J) It is interesting tb note that in the data we collected 
there was · not .a single example of ·an error in the . placement 
of a temporal adv~rb in a sentence where the . structure in both 
la~u~es are syntactical!~ similar. 
( 4) Also, premier, dernier ,· prochain. 
, · 
' 
I 
I 
! 
and if other ad,iecti vos are placed before the n~un then i t is · 
to create a special or stylistic effect. However, an we have 
• 
said, ad,ie.ctiven in English p;ene'rally precede the noun, so it 
• 
seems . that error ()).) was caused by interference from the 
1 patt~rn of English. 
' 
It is curious, however, that the adjective tout and its 
' . . 
variants generally do not follow the rules for ,the position· 
of adjectives in Pr~:1ch, iry that .t2.!:!l is, in most cases, 
placed neither directly b~fore nor directly after the noun 
it modifies, the exception being the position of~ (or a 
variant of it) in a structure such as toutes· sortes de vete-
ments se vendent dans ce magasin, where there is no article, 
.In this sentence. toutes q.ualified the noun sortes, and so i' ts 
function. here is similar to that of mogt adjectives iri French. 
However, when there is an article, as in exam.ple (JJ) above, 
the noun ~ompagn{~, but rather 
Thus, la compagnie is seen 
. .... 
as a signe in itself, with la funotion~ng. as its ~rammatical 
form and compagnie as its lexical content. 
Each of la .and compagnie has of course its own form and 
content, but when they combine, they relate to each other 
as form and content of a new, compounded notion. Toute is 
then exterior to the combination of the two, a·~ 1s "all" in 
English in ·a similar structure. We ~ay in English, "It"s a 
b. i~; family" where an adjective like "big" is interior to the 
form and content of a noun and its article~ But we have to 
say "All the family is here", because "all"" is predicated 
f ?., r; 
f ''I h faml'ly" nnd not ,J'ust of "fami-ly". o ; e . , "All" and 1..2.!:!,! 
are both exterior to the form and content of the linguistic · 
units that the.v modify, Most other ad,iectiveo in Enr;lish 
and French are notionally interior to either the content 
(as in English) orthe~orm (as in l·'rench) of the noun, ~nd 
so are predicated directly by beinr, placed either directly 
before or after the noun. 
4.1.), Negatives 
()4) *Je ne veux faire ne rien, 
· Incorrect word ord~r occurs here in ~··rench because the 
pronoun rien should have been placed before fa ire,· of which 
it is the object, . English word order is different - "I don't · 
want to do anything" - in that the ob,)ect is placed after 
the inf~nitive, This English word-order pattern may· have 
interfered to cause -the student . to ~ake the error in .French. 
But there may have been anothei ~YP~ of ~nterfer~nce here 
also, In the English gloss we have given, the pronoun "ahy-
. . 
thing" follows the· infinitive of which it is the objl!ct. 
But English word order would also permit "I don't want any-
thi~ to do" , although t.his sentence is different both gram-
matically and semant-ically from the one above. These two 
) 
sentences also have difierent translations in Frencha 
(a) I dori't want to do anything 
(b) Je ne veux rien faire. 
(e) I don't want anything to do. 
(d) Je ne veux rien A faire. 
In (a) and (b) the pronouns are objects of the infinitives, 
... 
. . 
.. 
• 
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and in (c) and (d) they are objects of the verbs, So the 
stud~nt may have thou~ht that rien could be placed hefore 
or after the infinitive, as can "anything" in the Enp;ltsh, 
' It was the meaning of (a) that the learner wanted to convey, 
but he chose (incorrectly) to put the prOi\oun rieh after 
the infinitive. 
4.1.4 Conjunctive pronouns 
()~) *Elle lea me montre. 
The student has place.d the pronoun objects in the wronP; 
order. He has followed the order of the pronouns in the 
English "She shows them to me", where the direct object pre~- -. 
cedes ~he. indirect~· · The learner realized that the pronouns 
were to be placed before . the yerb, but · t .he l'attern of the 
. 
English ·sentence dominated and he followed this word order·, 
direct b~fore indirect, ins~ead of the French order, indirect· 
before direct, when both pronouns are of different .Per~ons • 
·-
4,2 Omission of· d~finers 
---()6) *Il faut avo.ir bona ~ens avoir bans industries. 
Apart from the other errors in this sentence, the part-
' 
' · 
itive article de· has b~en omitted before each adjective •. 
. - . 
The student seems to have translated directly from E~lish, 
"You have .to have good people to have good inliustries", which 
omits th~ article before the adjective. It is ·interesting . 
to note t ·hat in the corre_cted French. sentence, the noun gens 
' 
has a partitive sense, whereas in the English sentence, with 
• . 
. 
.. 
. 
l 
• l 
II 
. ! 
I 
\ 
2? 
7,ero article, the noun implies p;enerali.Cy •. Tn Enr.;~ i sh,. the 
partitive noun normally has zero article, whereas in french 
it is the exception rather than the rule th~t a noun stand 
without an article. 
(J?) 
()8} 
(.) 
*Elle porte lunettes tout le temps. 
*Il y avait"masques comiques et vi~rges en costume 
exie;u, scouts et clowns·, et un bruit que pouvai t 
Atre entendu un mille de lA. 
()9) *La rue dans laquelle nous jouions et qui par-
aissait autrefois de longueur interminable,,. 
(40) *Elle a cheveux longs. 
' . 
In the above examples {J?) - (40), the sentences are 
syntactically faulty because in each one, necessary tlefiners 
' have been.omitted. ~Interference from English is evident, 
because English would have omitted the type of definer that 
the French ·sentences required. 
4,J Omission of pre.positions 
4.).1 l 
. 
..._ .. .... ' 
.... 
,. 
· . 
( 41) *Cinq heures, nous sommes alles l Paris. 
In this example, .the preposit~on !·has been omitted 
~- . 'J' 
before the cina heures. In English, we can say either "Five 
o•clock we went to ...... or "At five o'clock we went to 
The preposition "at• could be omitted (and more often than 
not in Newfoundland speech it ·is omitted), and the sentence 
would still be meaningful and grammatical. In French, how-
ever,· the choice of whether or not to include the preposition 
l does really not exist. It must be stated• A cing heures ••• 
.. 
I. 
,. 
I 
I 
I 
. 
i 
:I 
?.H 
(42) * ••• nous sommco alles a Paris ~u·cnt cinq mille~ 
de notre ville. 
In this case, the studont has omitted the prepooi ti on 
. 
~ before the ci.ng milleo, because in Eru;lish we do no.t include 
• I 
a preposition• ".,.Paris, which i~ five miles (away) from our 
town ••• ". The word "away" may or may not be used, but in 
either case there would be no ambiguity in the El'"ll;lish sentence. 
In French, · .however, the ! must be used because it introduces 
a noun phrase which is intended to be used adverbially, and 
any such . phra~e must be introduced by a preposition. With 
the ! omitted in (42) the adverb.ia1 sense is lost and the 
noun phrase regains its·· noun status, We then have an ungram-
rna tical ·sentence a *.Paris est cinq milles ••• , to which a nat-
ive French speaker could only reply. "Paris n'est pas cinq 
. milles. Paris est une .ville." 
Another type of error in which the preposition! has 
.been omitted is the followingf 
. 
(4)) *J'ai ecrit rna m~re. 
Here the preposition is needed to indicate ·(grammatically, 
at least); that the noun m~re functions as an indirect object 
in this sentence. The verb e~ire takes as direct object the 
thing written, but a~ indirect. object the person written to. 
Since case in French nouns is not indicated morphologically, 
the prepositi'on· ~ · is needed in the above example. In English 
- .. 
we can omit the "to" marker of the indirect object, ani say•· 
"I wr.ote my mother" ... We can even add another object to this 
.· ' 
sentence ·and still not insert the preposition "to"• "I wrote • 
my mother a lett~r·. We know that the direct object is "a 
I 
t 
I , 
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letter" o.nd that the indirect ob.iect in "my mother", but there 
io no preposition to indicate thio latter - there in no m+trker 
here for the indirect ob,iect, In E~lish the distinction 
.. 
b~twe ·cn direct and indirect ob~ct is made by word order, 
. . . 
In a sentence where th~re are two objects, a direct and an 
indirect, and the jndirect object is not .marked by a preposition, 
the word order is very important - the indirect object pre-
, 
cedes the direct, With this syntactic pattern the indirect 
marker "td' can be omitted, However, in such a case, the 
indi~ec~/direct order can not be reversed. We do not say 
*I wrote a letter my mot~er, If we want to put the direct 
object first ~n the sentence, we have ·to insert the preposition 
.. 
"to" to mark which object is the indirect one, thuss "I wrote 
a letter to my mother"·. In French, when both objects are 
nouns·, t.he direct object usually precedes the indirect, but 
this pattern is not rigid, because it is not its position in 
.... 
the sentence which dete~ines ~he indirect object, but the 
presence of the preposi'tion !. One could SaY., J'ai ecrit A 
aa m~re une le~tre. The word order of the latter sentence 
is not the normal word order of French, but it i! possible 
and it ~grammatically correct, 
· So when the student made the error ·in (4J) a.bove, he "l' ~ 
was probably ·influenced by the pattern of t~e English structure 
which permits th~ omiss!on of the "to" • . 
' · 
)0 
· ~~.).2 de 
The examples above donl with the omission of the prep-
osition ~. and ~ccording to our data it seems that thio 
preposition is more likely to be omitted by an anglophone 
learner or' l''rench tha·n is the · preposition de(l). In· many 
instances de seams to be reduced in semantic content and to 
function merely as a connector in such a phrase as la ville 
de Montrdal. English has a similar connector in the word 
' 
"of" - •• the city ·of Montreal" • . Thus English and French ex-
hib it similar structures in this t~rpe of phrase. However, 
· there are many instances in French where the de is required 
as a conn~ctc;>r, as "une sorte de cheville syntaxi'que" (Grevisse, 
1964•910), but where "of" is not used in Engl~sh, It is in 
these instances that errors are frequently made, because the 
learner ·constructs his phra~e in French on the basis of the 
Eru;lish ' pattern, The following is an example• 
(44) *••• rien interessant, •• 
It ·is a syntactic rule of . ~rench that an adjective cannot 
-be placed d~rectly after a pronoun,.which is why the required 
. ' 
0 
de is a connector here. This can., however, be done in English -
"nothi~ interesting". 
(45) *Il .etait impossible voir fout. 
In French the sequence il est + 'adjective demands de 
.. 
(1) In fact, ac~rding to our data; the prepositi~n de is -
very·often inser~d in a sentence where it is not needed at 
all, e.g. *apr~s de, *davant d~, *l part de, 
-· 
~. 
J 
. 
. I 
I 
l 
t 
bct'ore the in!'ini.Livc nr: n rclnt.or hel.woen t:hc nd.\ectivo nnd 
the int'i.ni'tive when tho verb ir-t imnt'r:lonnl. Accordin1~ to 
Gour;cnhoim, "~'une fa~on ~~enerale de a tondu ~ El'~rr··L 1rt:! nn r 
rwcc l' i. m i_ :1 i. t .i 1 comme to en anr;lais" ( 1966a282). Thin may 
explain why ~he learner omitted the de in example (45) above, 
where he was ··translatirll': "It was impossiblo:.:~ · to see everything". 
The prepo~ition "to" was probably thou~ht pf as be1onging to 
- ~ 
the infinitive "to see", 'which ·~s simply voir in French. So 
-r-
s ince voir • "to see", the JJtUdent probably thour,ht that · it 
would be redundant to include a preposition before the infin-
itive. _...) 
. (46) *' ••• le soleil automne 
' 
· • I I , 
The omission here ~f the preposition de is an error 
because .the word automne is· a noun,- and cannot be used simply 
as if it were an adjective, because then it would have to 
make gender and number agp~ements. with the noun it is mod-
if~ing, and might be e~peoted to form comparative and super-
'· lative der,rees, etc. In the above example (46) the learner 
has considered automne an adjective and has placed it in ad-
.1ect i val position after the noun soleil, because in EriglHrh ' 
~ '. . . 
, . . 
the . word ••autumn" , · although a · noun, . is used in its same form· 
~san adjective in the phras~ "the autumn sun•. What i& 
. . 
actually meant is "autumrial" or "of autumn" (French1 d'automne) 
·o ' 
but these woUld rare,ly ~e used in ordinary English by a native 
• 
speaker. In French, a noun or noun phrase, when ··used adject.- · .. 
• 
. . . . . "' ively or adverbially, must normally be preceded by a pr~position, 
., 
and · the ·omission of such a preposi t.ion by a learner of French 
., 
. . 
. 
. 
v 
laN~Ua~c ia due in many caoco Lot~~ interference 
of llel Eru~lioh otructure, where the prepooi t Lo.n i.o 
not needed. 
4.4 Unsatisfactory constructions 
The errors in thi~ final group did not fit into either 
df the previous categories in this chapter, so this is a very 
.... 
mixed group of syntactic errors·- what we have called ."unsatis;. 
. LA 
factory constructions", 
( 4?·) * .•. un endroi t o~ on fait comme il plait • . 
Here th~ lea() ~as .attempt,ing a translation of the . .. . . 
Enp.;l•ish construction ,. a place where one does as he pleases". 
The error . in syntax may be compounded by,a kind of lexical 
interferencr.: from Ew.lish. from · the form "please( s ).. • When 
. 
the verb plaire meahs •• want•• or "choose" , as was i ntendeQ 
in (47) above, then its subject ia an impersonal one, u·or 
/ 
cela, and. the person is indicated in "*;he indirect object ·Of 
plaire, This StrUcture is the same as we have in S'fl VOUS 
• I • ; 
0 • 
plait, and as it was in Old and Middle English,·" (if ·it you) 
please". In Modern English, with the verb •to please•• we· 
can use either an impersonal ?r a personal subject. We can 
say, "If ·it pleases you to do that", and "he does as he 
. ~ . 
oleases", It is the meanino of this latter that was intend-; • '"b 
ed in·example (47} above, and it was undoubtedly thi~ English . 
_ s~.ructure which int~rfered and caused the error ·. in bhe. French. 
{~8) *Elle· a genevtout le monde par etendretson linge 
~to le dimanche. . · · · · 
This is an unsatisfactory combination of the preposition 
., 
.. 
r 
.· 
\, 
.. 
'. 
• . .
( 
. . 
· , 
1) 
p11r nnd ~he l.~flni.tive, cauoi~ a oyntactlc error. The 
\ ntcrfcrence i.s ·really the i.ncorrec t t!·anslat i. o~ (in this 
' 
c_ontext) of "hy" by ·Jmr.. The only .time in which an inr'in-
. . 
i tive can be preceded ,bY par is when that infinitive is the ;.· 
complement of the verba fl.ni.r or commencer, (·sometimes also 
'- · 
terminer and d~bute~)~ e.~. Il a fini par ~tendre la main 
. , ' . 
!\ 1' ennemi. Elsewhere in a ve'rbal construction "by" is norm-
ally translated t1y m and is followed by a _present participle. 
. ' " . " . ~ . . . 
e.r.... en etendant. However, in the ori~inal error · (48) . the 
learner used an infinitive instead o~ a present participle, 
. . . 
wh ~ ch would have -been the m6re obvious form.to use if he 
were .iu4lt . transla,~ ing from Ellf.l ish, So 1;here se.ems to ~t­
ial ·interference from .a previGusly-encOuJ:itereci'.,..structure if'l. ~ 
·French - par + irifinitive. The, student k·~ew that -~ is 
followed. by an infi nit i"te ·and· not by a pres'~rit participle, 
' . 
but it was the :lexical interference of · the preposition "by" 
. . 
which eventually resulted in a faulty syntactic ~tructure • 
. ··  . 
(49). *Ilk ete donn.e le livre._par sop. p~re,. . 
I 
. 
This syntactic a·trangement of the passive voice· con-
, . . .. . I 
• 
struction is unacceptable in Fr~nch. ·~entence (49) is·really · . 
. .. 
a literal translation of the E~lish "He was giv~n the book 
b~l his father". In this sentence . the. grammatical sub jec·t .. 
" 
.:he" is reall~ the da.tive participant of the sentence, and 
. ,Ye~ English permits its' use as a flUbject. ' This sentence can · 
also be paraphrased "the book was g'i ven . (to) him by hie . 
father", where the grammatical subject is the logica~ direct 
object. The agent, father, is indicated by the marker ·"by". 
·. 
.. 
I 
~ 
i 
L. 
~ 
t 
l 
r 
~ 
~ 
I 
l ... 
I 
I. 
~ 
En1~l i~h h~!l ~nvernl ponaihle o~rntacti.c conntructiqns f or 
r;on t ence ( hq), wherenn French will ~ccept o'nl:v one nvn t act: i c 
f1 
forma I.e livre lui. 11 cite donne pnr son p~re. "!'his form of . 
t ~e pa~!1ive voice in common to both French and Engl i sh. 
Complex n:rntac He nrrawement.o such .an encoun t ered in t h i s 
example (h9) ocr.ur with certai.11 ··verbs when there i s also an 
-indirect ·ob .le.ct in the structure, Enr;l ish permits. this 
dative p~rti~\pant to be use~ · as a ~rammatical subject, 
' 
" 
wha.r;,.eas Fr.~nch does not, e .• r:, He was .a1lowed to leave/ 
.. 
11 lui etai t permis de partir. 
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MORPHOLCX~ICAL rNTERFERENCE 
Errors in ~orpholo~y were perhaps the most difficult 
to cla~si_fy. As was explained previously, 'i -e is often a 
rather difficult task to draw a line between morpholorr.v and 
syntaxi and so we have used'both Lyons• and Nida's definitions 
of m6rpholo~v to support our ~ategorization. 
.. . 
Lyons says the following abou't the distinction between 
~orpholor,;y ,?- syntaxa 
"According to a cominon formulation of the distinction 
'between morpholor,y and ' syntax, morphology deals with 
the internal structure of words and .syntax with the 
rules ~overning their combination in sentences" (1968al94) . 
. . ' Nida •akes a similar distinction• 
"Morphology is the'study of morphemes _and their 
arra~ements in forming ~ords, Morphemes are the 
minimal meani'Jigt=ul units which may constitute words 
. or _parts of words •.• The morpheme arrangements which 
are treated under the morphology of a language in-
clude all ·comb.inations that form word-v or parts of 
words •. Combinations of words into phrases and sen-
tences Bre treate~_ .under the ~yntax\ (~~49a1~~ 
So when tbere was an error in a word, we ·classed that 
· • error under ·morphology, although we real-ize that many of 
these -errors are syntactically _condit~onei• such as concord, · 
'Jor. example. 
5.1 Gender 
.. 
French has two gende~ of nouns, masculine and feminine, 
.. 
and English has ~ese two plus the _neuter gender. In English, 
I . • 
gender is' generally correlated wtth sex, .so ~hat nouns ,._._ . 
ill' 
noting male and female beings ire "ai,th·et-. masculine or feminine, 
.. 
•• •" 
~-
-~ J; 
r 
~-
r 
.. 
f 
~: 
~ -
. . . 
·. 
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"" 
and nouno ref err i nr; .:to "sexless. ob .i ecto" (Gleason 1966a227) 
. 
are usually described as neuter, But an Gleason nays, 
"In English (the category of ~ender) is not richly 
.. developed. 'rhe gender of an English noun is 'defined 
solely in terms of the pronoun substitute, he, Ahe 
or it·, which may be used in its place" ( 196bi"227T:" 
As rev.ards ~ender in French, 
"Il est admis en ~,n,ral que le fran~ais ~ deux 
genresa le masculin et le feminin, et ne dispose 
pas comme ' l'a~lais d'un ;r,enre neutre, reserve aux 
cho.ses, ~ 1' inanime, plus r;eneralement ~ tout ce 
qui n'a pas de genre" (Guillaume 197la72), 
The Fr~nch lirw,ui~illaume says that on both levels 
of language, langue and discours, French distinguishes two 
types .of gender, real and fictive. On the level of langue, 
real ~ender admits both masculine and femintne alternatives, 
e.~. le. ber~er/la ber~~re, whereas with fict~ender there · 
are no such alternatives, e.g. ' (le~ fauteuil. On the level 
of discours, ~hese distinctions are marked. Real gender is 
marked as either masculine or feminine, The marking is in 
the noun itself," and extends to· its determiners, e.g. le roil 
I 
la reinea le lion/la llonoe. (Examples -from Guillaume 1971), 
Fictive gender is marked by the absence of the alterna~ion 
i 
masculine/feminine, Where this alternation is missing, we 
are c.oncerned wi t)l non- gender, ~i th the n~uter, But sub-
. ·sta_ntive,;;··.of fictive gender get arbitrarily assigned, on the 
~ ' 
' · . 
. level. of discours, to either the category of masculine gender 
or the category pf feminine gender •. Thus the ·fact that French 
) has ·'only· two ~enders, masculine and feminine, anq that all 
·, '\ou~s . arE:! a~signed to one 'or the other of these cat_egories' 
· pre~ents problems f_or .native English speakers .wJ"lo are ~learning 
.. 
I 
i 
\ 
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' French, bccauoo althou~h t hey have no problem an to the ~onder 
of certain nouns such aa le garcon or la dame, where t he' 
gencJer is inherent irt the nouna, they do however have prob-
lems when they must assign a gender to certain animals or 
i nanimate ob,iects. · In a noun like crayon, masculinity or 
feminity is certainly not inherent in the noun, yet the learn-
er has to accept that this noun has been assip;ned , . however 
. 
arbit~arily, to the masculine gender category. 
In English, therefore, ~ender is mainly a syntactic 
ca ter.:or~r, while in French gender seems to belot;tg more to 
the . c~egory of morphology, because although nouns them-
'· . 
. 
selves are f;enerally not influenced as to gender, adjecti v.es 
are inflected, so that there is a masculine and a feminine 
form of any given adjective.. Also in French the gend~r of 
the noun is marked by the article which accompanies it, 
This is not , the case in English, For example• 
·' the boy le .gar~on 
the little boy le petit gaz:~on 
the -girl la fille ~ 
. 
the ·little girl la petite fille. 
the ·house la II • ma1son 
the little house la petite maison 
·In Enr;lish the definite article "the" does . not change whether 
i t desi~nates a masculine; feminine or neuter noun. Nor 
does the adjective change, In French, however, the article 
. . 
- does chans:e - k desi~;nates a masculine noun, · la a feminine 
- . 
noun, Similarly, both the indefinite article and the 
.. 
adjective change form to agr ee with the gender of the .nouns 
they modify • 
I 
. Wo otntod earlier that ~endcr ccemo to be morphological 
in French, but this is not to deny that syntax ifl involved. 
Certainly th~ fact that .!.a• a feminine article, must be·used 
with dame, a feminine noun, is a fact of syntax - of the 
liason between article and noun. But when an error is made, 
• ·: · < • •• 
for example if someone writes *le dame, there is still a syn-
tactic relationship (article + noun) but this ~elationship 
is not a completely ~rue one because an error of gender has 
. 
· been made - the learner has used the wrong morpholoeical . 
form of the···article. · It is on this bas is that we are in-
clud'l~ gender under the category of morphology. . W~ may call 
• 
it •• morphology. with . syntactic condi'tiontng•• , and other divisions · 
besides gend~r will also best fit under this heading. 
*Paris est b~lle • 
. 
( 5.0) 
(51) *La meilleure fa~on de la ,(Paris) voir, c•est ••• 
·According to Grevisse,. "On pose pa.rfois en r~gle que · 
I 
generalement les noms propres de villas sont masculine quand 
... 
ils sent termines par une syllabe sans e muet 1 1 1 et q'u I ils 
sont feminine quand ils sont termines par une syllabe muette" 
(1964,201). Following 'thisi one would replace belle by beau 
in example (50), and l& by h in exampl:e (51) ·above. (However, 
'in actual fact, the French would prefer something like Paris 
est una belle ville, rather than the structure of example · (50). 
· I~ Engliph, on the other hand, we tend to refer to 
• 
cities as being feminine, as ~xemplified in sue~ expressions 
. . ~ . 
as• ·London- her towersr Venice -her canals, Paris -her 
charm. · And is it not also Venice that is called the. Queen . 
. . 
.. 
J 
. 
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. 
of the Adriatic? So perhaps it io thia tendency in Enp;liah 
which influenced the students who wrote examples (50) and 
(51) above. 
(52) *Notre professeur eat excellente. 
The error here is one of discord, but it is caused 
by interference related to the gender of the noun. In Eng-
lish, the noun .. teacher" can refer to either a .man or a 
woman. We can say• the teacher/he, or the teacher/she. 
In French also the noun professeur can designate either a 
man or a woman, but unlike English, French marks the gender 
of the noun by the article which accomp~nies it. ·Le 
professeur, wnile capable of designating either a · male or 
female teqcher, is grammatically a masculine noun, and as , . 
such its modifiers must also be masculine. If an anglophone 
student wri tea about his teacher in French, and ·the teacher 
is male, there is no problem. There~ is simply the agree-
ment between adjective and noun, e.g. Le ptofesseur est 
,.. 
excellent. But if his teacher is female, the learner will 
not be satisfied by le professeur est excellent because this 
would imply tnat the teacher is male. On the other hand, he 
could not write. (as in (52) above) *Notre professeur est 
b.ecause there would be grammatical discord 
. 
adj~ctive modifying a masculine noun). So the 
t~ get around this problem 'by using a . word such 
indicate·that the teacher is a woman. He could 
• 
then write, Notre professeur femme est excell ente. 
. / 
' ~
. . 
I 
,. 
l~O 
5.2 Concord 
A~ain, we defend the placing of concord in the cate-
p:ory of morpholo~y. Agreement of subject and verl:>, or of . 
adjective and noun, is a visible oi~n of the ~apport that 
I 
exists between the members of each ~ruup. This rapport is 
syntactic, but thri visible sign (the agreem~nt of the verb I 
with the subject or of the _adjective with the noun) has a 
mo~pholo~ical form, and when an error is madP., when the wrong 
' 
morpholo~ical form is chosen, the syntactic relations~ip is 
weakened. Thus a good syntactic relationship of concord . 
depends on each member having the correct morphological form. 
·- \ 
5,2.1 Subject and verb 
(5J) *Sea chevaux est trop de longs. 
The error that we wish to point out in this example 
is the use of the singular verb ill with a plural subject. 
The interference here is due to the fact that in English the 
noun "ttair" is, in the sense _intended above, a mass noun, 
and thus takes a singular verb. In French, however, the 
noun is plural, lea cheveux, and thus requires a plural verb, 
In the abov~ example, the learner has obviously remembered 
that this noun is plural in Prench, but he is still thinking 
in English, and even though he has ·written a grammatically -
plural noun, sea chevaux, the English •hair" is still upper-
.. - most in pis ~ind, and ·so he writes a si-ngular verb. 
\ ' 
(54) .*Toute la famille p~ennent lea _vacances ens~mble. 
What has happened here in example (54) is the reverse 
. 
' . 
l~t 
of the c~ror in example (5)) above -hero the learner has 
used a r,rammatically Slf11!;Ular BUb ,ject Wl th a plural verb, 
This appears to be because in Newfound 
family takes their holidays to~ether" is 
whole 
. 
age, In 
. the English sentence th~ ·learner would normally make the 
correc·t r;rammatical,a~reeme .nt. of singular DUbject and sint!:-
ular ·verb , so i;J i.s no-c th i.s which interferes with the 
French form. We . think rather it is the use of the wo.rd "their" 
•. 
in Enr,lish, which seems to indicate that. the speaker is think-
inr; of the individua1 members thai''make up the family, rather 
than of the family as a unit, that interferes and causes the 
learner to write prennent instead of prend. '! n the French 
sentence th~re is nothing to indicate that one is .thinkiw, 
... 
of the individual members of the family. This may be because 
in French one can talk, about les vacances (Using the definite 
article) whereas English nonnally .requires a po~sessive 
adjective, not'simply an article, before the noun "vacation" • 
• 
. ' 
One would normally say, fol' example, "John is taking his 
vacation in J,etl;t", and not "John is taking the v:acation in 
July". So referrinp; back to example (.54), the English equi v;.. 
al~nt would !'lot be "The whole family is taking the vacatiorV · 
holidays top;ethe.r". One could substitute the possessive 
adjective "its" -"the whole family is taking its vacation 
. .. . 
together" - but to the learner this ma~.have sounded odd, 
as ·if the speaker were detaching himself from the situation 
involving the family and talking about the family as~n "it". 
. ~ 
Also., .t .he word "tog&ther"' (French• ensemble). implie~ -
- ' 
.. 
.... 
,. 
plurality of the constituent parts - only two or moro people 
can RO on vacation to~other, Therefore, tho notion of plural-
' s dominant ·in tho Enr,lish atructure, in some form or 
, I 
other, and it is clearly this which intetfered and caused 
the otudent to write, incorrectly, prennent, in example (54) 
above. 
5.2.2 Adjective and noun ·. 
Lack of a~reement between adjective and noun tn French 
could, it is asoumed,be due to interference from English in 
that adjectives in English do not agree, either in gender or 
.. 
in number, with the nouns they modify, In French, however, 
the adjective 'generally agrees, both in gender and in number, 
This would explain an error of the· type ''Les professeurs sont 
. 
excellent, This kind of error was found at all the levels 
. . 
of F.renc.~.~tudy that were represented by the errors we collect-
~ ed. Sin9,e agreement of adjective and noun is a ••rule of •• 
grammar".that the student learns .quite early in his,French 
. . . 
pr?~r~ (at Memorial University) and has repeated in nearly 
' \,. • I • • .. - • ... ' • ·, 
all his courses, this· type of error would n,ot ,be due <tto in-
~.,: •• ' ~ o • • ' .. - J. • o • ' ~ ~ • I • 0 • : ..... ,,.~._f..,. ) • 
complete learn~ng or misu~.erstanding. Th~:,~'!Jtudent ·forg.e~· ..  
.... 
to rna~" t~e~agreement because the p~ttern of ~he ·adjective-
, -- ' ,• 
,nou~ .~onstruction in his n.atJve la~age is domi.nant in his 
d 
·m1J1d. 
.. 
. ~ 
Other . examples of this type of error• 
. . 
1 (55) *L' histoire est ·amusant .. 
··•· ... ·~· 
. (5~l *Les Seunes gens sont allonge a~ soleil. 
~ · 
4 
·. 
.. 
• 
S,J Pronouns 
S.),t Reflexive 
( S7) *Jc oe promonnis ••• , 
4) 
~his example shows a very common type of erro~(l) on 
the r~flexive pronoun, and in fact ~t is the only kind of 
erro.r in this category which occurred in our data, The error 
.. 
of using the §.g. form as a reflexive pronoun in combination 
with any of · the subject pronouns,. e.g, *tu se promenaisr 
•nous sa promenions, seems due partly to int~rference from 
English, and partly to incomplete unde.ratanding of. the re-
flexive pronoun itself, The error seems not to~occlJr w~th 
certain pronominal verb~, ·such as se _laver~ because'. generally-. 
the meaning given for this verb is."to wash oneself", Thus 
in E~lish there is ·a. reflexive pronoun· which inflects accord-
. ' 
-
iru; to the. subject . -pronoun' and the learner will generally 
make t'he correct inflectional; changes in the. French ·verb, 
e.g. Je me lave, nous ·nous lavons~ But o~her pronominal verbs 
.in French, which ar~ not .Pronominal in English, e.g. s'arrlter, 
. se promener, provide bases for err.or because the learner 
. 
does not recognize that the ·~ or~ is a refl~xive pronoun 
in French, He sees the inf}nitive s&arr3ter as . me~ning· ~niy 
II to stop" f and :this verb means both to stop oneself: ~n" also 
to stop someone or sc;>methilig else, . French, howev_er, : makes 
. . 
p . . 
( 1) We have co'nsidt:tre'd this · ty~e of structure as a deviant 
from the standard• French form., ·and thus an error, But this 
Jitructure . is apparently st_ill found in BOJile dialects of French~ 
· .
• 
.. ~ .• .. ; . . 
. ':.' .. 
. \ 
a distinction between stoppin~ oneself {n'arr~ter) and atop-
.. 
pi~ another party (arrAter). The learner then doce not 
realize that a verb such as se promener is actually the verb 
promencr with a direct ob,iect which happens to be a reflexive 
. 0 
pronoun. He does not see that the verb promener (to take 
someone for a walk, for a drive, etc.) is the same verb in 
se promener, and that the~ is the same person as.the sub-
.iect of the verb, so' that se 'j:?romener is literally "to take-
oneself for a wal~"l in other words, to go for a walk. 
5.).2 Relative 
(58) *C•etait Pierre Deschamps qui je n'avais pas 
vu depuis cinq ans · ••• , 
. . 
It seems that the l.nterference here is the fact that 
common English usa~e ·has all but eliminated the distinction 
be~ween · J!.ominati ve and · 'accusati~e ~.ases of the ;el"al~e Jro-
noun ·~ w.ho" , that i$;, most speakers use "whC?~ ~both as subject 
. ' . 
and also as object (inste~d of "whom"). This notion·has 
·been expressed by several linguists, amot¥;,whom, Zandvoort• 
. : . . 
•• ••• · whom exists .. almost excius"l vely on ,Paper, who being used 
·instead in. th~ .sp~ken language" ( 1957•1S5). (This statement 
. . . 
· ·,. ··I · - ~ -~~s : ~~e ab~.t int~-;rogati ve who/whom, bu~ it applies e~ually 
well to relative who/whom). Learners· in beginning courses · 
. . . , 
. ~ 
in French {'at ~1emorial :University, at least) ~end to' ~ccept 
. ~ . .~ 
qui a'S the .interr.og~tive or relative pronoun stariding ·for -~ 
· persons { tha~ is, "who", rather than "which"· or "that"), 
.. 
irrespe~tiye af case. 
·. 
. ~ 
• 
~ 
I 
I 
~· 
r 
I 
r. 
i 
. v 
I ' 
... 
" f 
S.4 Prepositions 
• 
(S9) *••• lea hommes en nos bureaux de police ••• 
Thfs is an error( 1 ) because the preposi t'ion en is not 
~enerally used with concrete, countable nouns, but rather 
with collective nouns that are usually abstract, e.~. ~ 
bonne s_;~.n_t_e, en ce temps-lA. En is rarely followed by a 
determiner• !ill ··a·· accomode mar d. etre sui vi de l' article . 
defini, a part quelques expressions plus ou mo~ns figees 
(en 1' honneur, en· 1' air'· etc.) •• , " (G_ougenheim 1966 a29)) 
' . 
The correct preposit.ion for ex~mple . (59) above .is de, 
because this ~ one of. the few .preposi tiona in French which· 
can be used with concrete nouns to form adjectival clauses, 
·English differing significantly from French in this re·gard. 
~imilarly, i·n the following'example, the preposition should 
. also .be £!• 
. ( 60) * ... ' la route et~i t vide dans les deux dire~tiohs., 
Wh~t the student wrote here is actually a calque d'expression. 
(Her~, however, .it. is adverbial). 
The prepositions ~ and ~ are ofte~ the source of 
mu·ch confusion to the student ·of French, because he bas to 
differentiate be.tween their usages in French, whereas · in 
a . 
. . 
( t') It seemed to .us , rat.her sur~ris ing that the student used · 
en in example (59)--- we would have expected dans, since' , to 
~ ' ·0 .. .. -
beginning students ·of French, · at least, ~ is more. familJar 
than en. Perhaps, it is becau~ !ll "looks" more ·like Et~glish 
than ~ does. · ThiEt graphic similarity of .!!l and '" ~n" ru.y 
explain why many students use!!! irt front of names of cities, 
e. ~?: . · *en Paris;" ' · \ · . 
' . . 
. ,; 
.. 
. ··•. \ 
0 
.. 
0 
L. 
.. 
•• 
h6 
Enr:liflh, the preposition "in" (the most common tranolati.on· 
of Qn nQd ~) covers most of tho contexts In which £nand 
I 
dans are used, Therefore, we thlnk that{these 
brief comment, 
• 
prepositions 
are worthy o.f a 
. ..
Accordinl!. to Gougenheim,· "D'\Jne fac;on ~ene.rb.le, ~ 
' · 
a un caract~re ne~tement plus concret qu·e en ..... (1966•29S)~ 
LeBidois i~ ~enerally of the.same opinion• 
''Dans se fait sui vre regul i~rement d' un nom 
determine par un article ou. un introducteur 
(posses'sif, demonstratif, ·etc.). Comme le 
remarque Lafaye, •Atre en ville~ travailler 
en chambre, n'exprime rien que 'indetermine, 
un.rapport abstrait d•opp~sitio entre le lieu 
o~ 1• on se ~rouve et un a~tre ~ on pourrai t 
0' etre.,. Mais dans la vill,e·, . dans la chambre, 
se dit en parlant prec' ement de telle ville 
entre telle chambre e re les murs de laquelle 
on est renferme ••• • •• 1~68a714). 
.. 
Prom the point of view he notions qf these prep-
"· : ·~ 
~ - osit1.ons, .!!.!1 expresses or view of an interiority, 
> 
• and dans expresses the ·exteri"or vie:OV of $n interi~ri ty. 
t 
Th.is is the mechanism underlying··. the difference ih meaning 
- . . . 
of the following sentences•' ~ 
. 
(a). Il est en uniforme, 
• I 
·-
(b)~ Il est dans·· son .uniform~. 
• , ' I ) ' • 
. . ~ , , 
.:In~). what. is meant is•.not the uniform · itself, but 
.. . ' · 
. . ~.-~ · . 
th7, m<1de of, dr,e,sa, an · abstract'ion, wh1s:h 
1
has. neither ex~er ~or 
' ~ . . . 
f.orm nor material x-eali ty, and there.f~re cannot be' vi~~ed 
... . . ., . . -~ . 
from the ·outsid'e, ""Therefore, th~ · p~~position is !!.!!• In (b) 
. ._ . •.· .• · • . . II · 
? ~ . • ·, 
we·are conce11ned with the uniforin itself, a suit made of 
c;ioth, .a concrete object .which has · ~terial reality and thus 
. ' ,. ·. . 
. ~ . 
e~terior fofm, therefore . we use t~e preposition dans. (We 
.. 
. •, 
/ 
I 
1. 
\ 
0 
0 
• 
.. 
' 
' 
know that it in a npecific uniform that ia meant because 
.the posoeoaive adjective .!!Q.!! has been used with · it,) So 
we see thnt dans io used when the specific sense of the noun 
io implied, nnd ~when it is the general, abstract sense •.. 
En~linh·does not make this distinction between interior 
Ill '. 
and e;xterior views, ·The preposition "in" is used in both 
'4 • 
o · abst~C't and concrete ~:~nses, and before nouns ·with zero 
.. 
~rtic.lo ·, definite article, ·and indefinite artible, e.p;. in 
appreciation, in the room, in a city •• Thus, because the 
• 
lear~\er does .not have to' make such a distinction in English·, ; . . . 
he of~en does no~ make it a~ a beginner ln French, either, 
• • 
. and errors result. 
. I ~.4,2 ! . ( 
( 6l) ~Nous avons pris l'avion ! Halifax# 
Here t.he Eng~is~ reference wa:s "We took the· plane to 
Halifax", but what the student has actually WI'itten ia "We 
I 
• • • took the pla,ne in Halifax". ( E.xample ( 61) is grammatically 
·correct in itself, but'is incorrect for the context). 
. • ':L' 
English use~ different prepositions to indicate .the 
two different notions covered by the same preposition )., as 
exemplified in the foilowinga 
.. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
J ·e· vais l Paris. ~ · moveme . t towards 
I am t;oing to. Paris. ~ ( moti e) · · 
Je su.is ! Paris. ----------~locality 
! am in Paris.------------- (stative) 
(That is wh~r example ( 61) i.s incorrect for the eontext.) 
• ... 
L 
.(' 
I 
·. 
• 
'· 
.C .: . · 
. ,• 
• 
.. 
-· 
.. 
, · 
• 
- '1. ' 
' .. 
.... 
Since fl..cnn he · both otiative o.nd motive, som~thinr; in 
. 
the ~~nch nenten.~e has •to ma~lea,r the distinction, Norm-
~... ~ ~lly, tha_.t somethi'nr:· eiRe is the verb~ But prendre doen not 
imply _m.._vef!lent t·owards• a r,oal, so the stative notion of prendre 
·7 . · • • a·~d 'the:ftati~e ~otion of ! P:·ive e~ample (61) the meaninv · 
~ . 
:i · "WI! took the plane in ~alifax"· • . · In order to ~onvey the idea 
of taki rv'; the plane .t.Q Hal-l fax, in other words, the idea of 
movement"'r w~ have· to .change s.omethi~ in the sentenc·e or add 
I 
somethiJ:W; to it... We could rearraw,e" the sentence '-'in .either 
~ ~ 
· of two waysa 
It 
(a.) bY. ·addi~ the preposi tio~ jusgue, amL thus ob-. 
. ' . ' 
ta-inins; ·Nous· savons pris 1 I a vi on .jusgu. ~ Haiifax. 
' ' . 
. ' . 
GTeNisse explai.ns the impact of jusgue • ·" Jusgue ': 
marque l'.arri vee ~ un terme que 1' on. ne depasse I ' 
pas" ( 1964a947). I li'other words·, vie. were on the . · 
plane unti-l ( .iusaue) we · arrived in (!) Halifax .• -• 
• 
'{b) by rewriting the sentene:e thus a Nous somm·es all~s · 
A Ha1i fax en avion. Here th_e m.ovement is express.ed 
• in .t .he ~e~b ~ller~ so the preposition! can remain , . 
•· 
<E>2) 
. 
. (6)) 
as is. 
* ..•. sur son compl~tement • • • 
• 
••••• sur le cinqui~me etar,e · •• · • 
According to -Grevissf!, "sur-, d'une manil!re gene,rale, 
• . . .__ I 
indique la posi t.ion d • une chose par rapport A .ce qui est 
• 
l 
. .... 
. ' 
• 
• 
: 
. 
~ · 
... . · 
. . 
! • 
. 1~9 
. ' .. 
· plus . han, en con't;a·c t. ou non . avec elle 1 s' asscoir our une \ 
·chaise - un nua1~~ orar;eux pl1tile au·r 1~ ville" (196LH9S9). 
Tn ,exampl~ (62) abov~, such n ~elationship\is not the cas~. 
What is rca}lY mean-~t · is ''when U; was er will' be comp~cted ~ 
at the" time of its completion", and these notions are ' render-
~ . 
ed ~n French tiy the prepo~ition i. . Enp;lish uses "on" , but 
(62} by sur, because 
-- . 
·:t~ i~ ca~t . be translated· in ex.amp~e 
ach~vement is an abstract noun ~hose 
\> 
seman~ic content is too 
. . 
remote to be used with•sur, 
. - ... 
Similarly, .§J:!.!: ca.nnot be· used as it -has been in example 
(6)), . Here a~ain there ia~obvious inter(erence from English -
\ e I • 
we can say, · " 0~1 the fifth floor" becaus-e English does not 
.. 
dis t in:r.u ish · bet:ween "floor" meaning the lev fl. (a!? ~e~;ards 
height) of a house .or butld~~ .• and "floor" meanirv; what we 
walk on, French, however, does make this distinction ~ it 
uses eta~e . to mean· "level".' and either le plancher, le parquet, 
" . .. 
or le ·carrelage for the ~or~ concrete meaning. E~-! uses 
'h h db .. \ " 1 "on" '!_1 t bot concrete. an 1 a. stract nouns, · e.g. on t.~ tab e, 
on the contrary, whereas French ·tends to use ID!r with conc..rete 
' 
nouns,·~uch as sur la table, while with abstr~ct nouns many 
other prepositions are _used, such as!. dans, de,· _m, _at, 
. 
pour, ~. Therefor!!, i ·n French it would be diff_ic?lt to 
imagine a aituation 'where one would say •sur' le cinaui~me 
etage', 
We ~ve ~st stated that the use of ~ wit~ a concrete 
. . 
noun also produces unacceptable fo~. For example, one 
. 
. student wrote about hi-s trip•to Toronto, and said that he 
,_. 
o.· \ 
l 
~ 
I 
; I 
'.,) 
' . 
• 
' . 
so 
1~one 
(6l~) · *sur l'avion 
. . . 
i. P.~· .on t~p of the plane: The error is due to interference 
·~rom Enr;l.ish "•on", wh1ch, in this caJe·, is expressed in 
French by ~ans., meaning "inside" • 
.. 
~.5 Verbs and*verh~l forms 
-. 
As in the morphological classification of the other 
parts of sp~~ch, there were .n~merous difficulties encountered 
t 
in tryinP, to cla.ssify errors in ~he verbal system. Based 
on the relevant dat~ obtained from' our corpus, we have de-
. .. ,. 
. . 
cided to ex.am.ine errors in the. categories of tense and aspect, 
voice, and l'exical anO gramm~tica~ auxiliaries. ( 1 ) 
;. 
5. 5.1 Tense 
--The 6hoice of tense is'largely a semantic one -a 
. ' 
' 
partic_u~ar, tense is chosen to locate in time the a~tion in '·. · 
question. However, .- our reason for putting errors in tense · 
. 
u:nder the heading of morphology is that it is in the morphol-· · 
ogy of the verb, the inflectional endings, that tense is 
• • t • 
... 
marked in French. Thus, in the form je marchais the notional 
.. 
content of the verb, the lexical element, is represented by • 
the root march--- • and th~.morphological, grammatical el~ment 
by the ·-m mot:"phe.me.; It iB ·this>-ais 'morpheme, (indicating 
( 1 ) .. · We have not taken into 'ac.count in this section' les locut-
ions verbales, e.g. avoi·r failli, avoir besoin, etc. These· *<· 
were considered earlier as idiomatic expressions under the 
heading of lexicon: · 
• ""1' . 
. . 
... 
.. 
here ehe imperfrict tense) which indicates "un fait qui ~t~it 
•ncore il')acheye~.·. au moment du passe· nuquel se reporte le 
sujet parlant1 il montre ce fait en train de se derouler, 
mais sans en faire voir la phase initiale ni la phase finale ••• " 
(Greviss~ 1964a6S2). 
• 
In French there are five simple tenses -present, im-
•' 
per.fe.ct, future, conditi-onal and past .. def~nite • . In addition·, 
each tense makes use of the category of aspect to form com-
pound forms ()f these tenses. The .simple ten4s a~e sai~ to 
be in the immanent aspe.ct,·e.g • .je marche1 the compound forms 
of tf\ese t~nses are i.n e~t7r the transcendent f!aspect, e. g. 
j'ai marche·,. or the bi-tr.anscendant. aspect, e.g. j'ai eu 
marche. Aspect indicates the ·"resultant phase" (Hirtle 
~ 
"1967al5) of an event•s having ta'ken place. · · 
Whereas there are five tense forms in French, there 
are only two in English - the past, e.g. I walked, and the 
9 non-past, e.g. I ·walk. · Also, according to Hirtle (1967al6), 
E~lish has only tw~at ical asp.ects, immanent and trans-
cendent, whereas, as we have stated, French has these two 
~plus- the hi-transcendent . aspe~t. In Engl~sh, · the transcendent 
.. 4Jf/!li · asPect is marked by the ·aux~liary verb ."have•· with~ a past 
' participle, e.g. he has walked. "All other forms .of the verb 
are in the immanent aspect" (Hirtle 1967al6). Engli~h also 
has the progressive fo~ ·or the verb, e.g. I am walking, 
but the pro~ressive form does not exist in French. So with 
all these differenc'es between the verbal systems of English 
and French it is understandAble that many errors should be 
. . 
' 
·. 
I 
t 
I 
i: [ 
~ · 
~ 
• # 
, . 
' 
.... 
.. 
madd by nn~lophonc lenrnoro of Prench. We ahall now examine 
oome of these orroro. 
5.5.t.t Uoe of passe compose for present 
(65) *Nous avons ete amis pour dix ans. 
Pao·t time in English, that is, time immediately anterior 
'\ 
. 
to the present wou1d be indicated in the trn.nslfl,t·i'on of ex-
· ~ •·· 
ample ( 65) by the transcendent asp~~t or' the n·on-past - 'the 
present perfect ~have bee~·. Past time in Fre~ch (for ex-
. . 
ample 65) would be indicated by a present tense, semmes. 
The present perfect in English "still preserves much of its 
original meaning (i.e. 'as an aspect of present tense) in 
that it is usually employed when the time· is felt as not 
·wholly past_but still "at least in:close relations with the. 
present.: ... (.Curme 19)la)60). In other words, the present 
·:. perfect in English can. be used to indi.ca'te that · an action 
which be~an in the past is still continuing, still present. 
Wh~n.French wants to indicate surlh a notion, it normaliy-: 
. . 
uses a present tense, hence, nous sommes amis depuis dix ans. 
(This type of present tense in French contains some accompii(l) 
as w~ll a~ some accomplissement(t). In the English tra~lation 
·of ( 65)' above("We hav.e bee·n friends for ten . years") the 
. 
accompli is · indicated by "been"., and the accomplissement 
by "have". 
(1) Terms from Gu\llaume 1969a187 
Q 
'i 1 
·~ 
This retroapecti~e vlew of tho oimpl~ preocnt in new 
• 
~. to the anr~l ·ophone le.arnor of French, because i ~t doen not: exiot 
in his own languar;e. In the oimple presont in"English there 
is ho accompli, only. ac.complissement(l). Consequently, ~ror 
.. 
· example (65) the student's own system of representation of 
the past (here, the present perfect) dominated and cau.pt 
him to make the ~rror in French, ..  
, ' 
s. 5. 1. 2 Use of passe ·c~mpose· for imperfect 
(66) *Je lea ai connus tous il y a d~s annees. 
(The s~udent wanted to say "Years ago I knew them al-l", 
so there is an error· in the ve.rb· of example ( 66)). This 
error is ~ue t6· interference caused by the fact that the. 
past tense "knew" can be repr,13sentative ·or either an operation 
or a state of mind, With- v.erbs of '"mental event" (Hirtle·· 
1967 "74)' s.uch as knowi't'lg, and verbs of . percept ion, such 
as seei np;, we do not normall~r use the pro~ress i ve form, ex-
cept in certain special cases~ For example, we usually say 
.,. • I see" and not • I am seeing" , except in instances like "I 
' 
am seeing stars" , · (Hirtle 1967 a 72), in which ·case•, Hirtle 
continues, •• the object exists only ·in the mind of -the per-
ceiver (and so) no view of a whole (is) experienced" (1967r72). 
·With verbs of mental event S\:~Ch as ·the verb "to know• the 
simple form "I know" denotes a state of mind, a result of ·• . 
mental operation the result of "having gotten to know·~ 
.. 
• . 
(1) Cf. Hirtle 1967al9-21· 
• 
.. 
.. 
... 
. . ')I~ 
so aince a result has beon attained, thoro l.s no n~ed to 
rcprencnt the act ao being in pro~ression, That is why we 
normally say "I know" or "I knew" and not *I am/ wa,o knowinr:. 
. ' 
Therefore, the ·form "I knew" has to· cover both the mental 
. operation (as indicated in the example "I knew her• as soon 
'. as I saw her" ' where "knew" really means "rec·o~nized") I and 
the result of the mental operation, the state of m~nd. · In 
Fre'hch, a verb denoting state of mind ~t a p;iven moment ·in 
the past is normally .in the imperfect tense, a state ·or mind 
havil"w. ·accompli and accomplissement virtual in the stream · 
of time. 'In actual fact, with·certain verbs, such as 
' 0 
·' 
) 
connai.tre, savoir, vouloir and pouvoir the passe compose means 
somethine; quite different from the imperfect. Thus, je connai:sais 
• I knew, but J • ai connu • I m'et' je savais • I .. knew. (I was 
• 0 
aware), i •'ai su = I suddenly realized, I found out. 
Since "knew" is a past tense (preterit), therefore, not 
,. 
an imperfect as indicat.ed by ·the "wa~. + (-verb) + -ing" form, . 
• I ' 
the student uses a past tense ih French, but· due ·to the in- . 
fluence of E~lish, avoids the- imperfect t~nse which he . 
• associates with 'the ·~ was" fo~ in Engl~sh. . This may also 
• 
. . ; 
explain what happens in similar· errors which occur with the 
verb votiloir. The student frequent~y.uses j~ai voulu instead 
-. . 
of je voulais in the . renderi~· in· French of such ' Englisn 
sentences as "That 
., 
.was the last thing I wanted to Cio" a 
(67) *C'etait la d~rni~re chose que j'ai voulu faire. 
'\. 
The learner. uses a preterit in French because "wanted" is a · ~ 
past preterit in;English. He does not realize that the 
. 
... 
·' 
' I 
;~. 
.. 
off'et de nens of .1 1 ai/j 'aip voulu nro quite d-ifferent from 
je vouln i,n, ( J' ai voulu • 1 tried s je voulnis .. I wan-ted) • 
.. 
5.5,\,) Use of prenent for future 
(6fl) *Jiecrirai quand -.l'ai. plus~ ·vous dire,. 
'l'he student has made an error in not using the future 
tense in f'rench in the verb of the subord i.nate clause. intro-
'"' duced hy guand, In French, because the verb in the main· 
.. 
clause is. in the_ f'-:ltura tense, .the whole ~~vent is, viswed 
as hypothetical, and the action expressed by the' verb in ' I . 
the subordinate · clause is simultaneous with that ·of the verb . 
in the main clause. In English, however, we would normally 
sa:v, "I'll write 'you when I· have more news to tell you••·, · 
. ' 
using a future form in the main clause and .a present in ~he 
d~pendent clause. Perhaps this is because there i~ no 
ambiguity of time because the time· nas already been established 
by the principal verb, but more likely it is because the · 
. . . 
present (or non-paat) in English may refer to the whole of 
non-past time, there being no future tense as such (the 
future ' is represented modally, not by the tense system). 
Thus interfe~,nce {rom the English verQ81 system is 
.. 
the likely cauS'e of .the error in exampl~ ( 68) · above • . 
s.s.t.4 I 0\ Interference fro~ the progressiye .form in English 
(.69) *Il faisai t chaud · et la lune thai t brill e .• 
. : ~ ... 
At first glance this error seems to be a rather strange· 
·. t 
· ~ 
•• 
.; 
It 
one, bocau8e the loarncr has, in one clause, used the impcr~ 
•• ~ 
feet. tense.~~rrectly, and in the other clause has unod it 
incOrrectly. The choice of imperfect is correct for hoth 
clauses t but t'n the s~ond cl~e the morpholor;icial form or' 
the · ver,b•ts incorreft. 
Judr,ing from our data, it . seemed to us that many students 
assoc .Late the "was" form with the notion of ttle imperfect. 
Consequently, th·e learner knows that to render in French 
"it was warm", he has to use an imperfect tense. The use 
of the verb faire as ~he ~~ea,er v~rb"1 is taught early in 
the .c·ourse ·of study' o(French as a second la~uag;e and . muc}t 
practice is given in the use of ~he various tenses of this 
verb. Therefore, that may account in part for the student's 
havinr, chosen it correctly for · the first clause. 
In 'the·Er1glish version of the se~ond clause, "the moon 
was shinir:~g", we have a past. P,rogreasive •. 'rhe · learner ident-
. •: .... . . . . 
ifies the "was" W\th the imperfect, but does ~ot ~e6ognize 
. ·~·..,.... 
"the form "was shini~~~s ~ verb in the progressive form 
. J .. ... . . ,. 
which is rendered in French by the simple imperfect tense 
,.__, 
of the verb briller. Instead, the student takes the form 
"was" as · the imp~rfect tense of the verb "to be" . ( ~tre), 
and translat~s it · into Fre~ch as etait. Then, what to do 
with "shining"? One would perhaps expect that he .. Produce 
. 
the form. brillant, but either he do.es · not know that "shining" 
is a present participle, or else he ·does know this but does 
• ~ 0 • 
... 
·not know how to form a present participle in French~ The :.· 
·rorm that he eventually produces 'is the third person singular, 
'• 
.. 
. 
_, .... 
·. 
')7 
pr..encnt :. cnoc or the verb brtller, and thun hiA clnuae be-
cornea *la lunc citnit hrille. 
f· 
. . . 
Usc of prcs.ent parti.ciplc for inf·initive 
. . . 
t 
(70) *Apr~s.ayant couru longtemps, je sui.S arrive 
~ la ferme. · 
. , . 
'T'he learner our-;ht ~-ave used · the infiniti.ve avoir 
" •: · 
inotead of the present partic~ple ayant, because only"the 
.• 
preposition !U}may be followed ' by · the verbal form in~. 
The interference which caused t~e error ~eems to be ~ue 'to 
the fact that· E~lish would. ~~e .the present participle ( ;r 
1\ verbal n9un). in a COmparaole ex'ample I "after . runninp; , , , " 
(re~ardless Bf~hether past or future ~ime were implied), 
However, · the sema·ntic content of apr~s require~ thwt anter-
• 
a iority be exp~essed, either by a tense of the verb ·or an 
. , 
aspect of it. Since the infinitive does not have tensei.·• 
we have ·to represent the anteriority,· and thus the past, 
' ~hrough .the system ~f a~pect - 'e '!iew the eve11t · as being · 
hypothetically completed and transcend the 
. . -
event time, thus 
producing the p~st infinitive avoir couru. 
(71) *Nous avons passe une.heure regardant les 
chefs d t oeuvre. 
The student could·. have wri~ten a correct sentence by 
' inserting. th~, ,prepo~i tion ·!!!:! before· regardant·, because, as 
we have sai-d, m is the .only prepoai tion which may .. pe follow-
ed by a form in ~· Or, another way of writing this 
sent~nce corre~"tly is to use ~he . preposition ! and an . 
I ) 
.. 
I 
.. 
.. . ;."'1f' ... 
· J 
' , 
.. 
. " 
.. 
.. 
in,f i ni~ ivo; ·. thus v,iv tl)l~ no\ls li\VOnA p-nsAe une houro A .regarder 
is i n~entri'vo - "'b.v looking. at.", t'l)c .other, the form in ,=iUll 
is ncciden.ti~e • . ~· '~e ;;eposi t?,on A _ex~ress·e~. ttj~· tntcn;:i.~n. 
The d'fa t ~ve ',aS peC t ,:"r ~the p:~ s ei.7 ·~.~t ls.t~le. i ~ . ~6t i.mp~,S ~ 
ant h~-.e b~~~~s.e q!~ .~h'e ·aem.:~;tic01coJf~n~. 9f •t h'e "'rerb passer. 
What ~s important ~~ how the .·plur w~ sp~t -· what event t .ook 
. 4 ~ - •• . ~:;~ ~ 
. .. up t 'he hqur' s t i~~. E~lish, unfik~ F.~ench, u::s ®e ·.&~~sent 
part ici 'flle tO' oover 'both the intent i ve ~ Q.nd ~he accidegti ve 
• 0 . 
as,.Pects, hence the interferen~e whiqh cuased· the above error. 
·I 
S.S.J Voice 
According to Grevi.lte, . "les voix sont les formes que 
prend le'v~rbe pour expriiner le rale .du sujet dans l'action" 
( . 
( 1964• 547) . ; French generally recogni~es th~ce ca~egories 
of. voice - ~ctive, passive, and pronominal, L.e. middle. 
English has two ca-t;egories .. active and passive, · Passive 
• • • 
voicllis marked in P.rench by the form etre · + past participle,_ 
and_~in English bY, 'the verb "to be'' + -past participle~ "The 
. . . . . ' . . ' . 
form of ~·he passive" ·is thu~ similar. in ·both languages. How-· 
ever, from the errors in ' the passive that we examined, it · 
seems that many students have prOblems with the passive v~ce 
in French, and i~ is possible that the.se ·e.rrors are due to · 
a confusion b,etween the past · form of th~· .'passive voice in 
English, e:g. •r was impressed", and the i~perfect terise 
. . 
active voice of French, .e.g. j' impressionais. The student, 
\ 
when translating a form such as "I was impress~d~ •. is 
, 
••• 
~ " t . . : 
:.zy 
• 
. 
.~ 
.. 
~ i; 
'\ ~I 
~· 
... , 
• 
·~ 
') <) 
,. 
influenced by the "was" form, which he associnteo wlth the 
imperfect tense. So he writ~s a form like 
. ) • 
(72) *J'impression~s ••• 
instead of j'ai et4L eta/a I rus impressione. 
_ _, 
Another error similar to this, and with similar cause, 
occurs in the follo~inga 
· c-( 7 3) .... *La maison constru isai t 1' annee derni~re • 
The _problem with the passive voice in French seems only 
to occu .... i th past tenses',. especially those in which the 
E~lish form is constructedwi th "was". This . is the· type 
"he was killed", which would generally be mis-translated 
by the learner as il etait tue, making no diitrnc~ion be-
tween the imperfect te.nse, th~ pas.se ··compose, or ~h' pas~e 
»:':/' - . 
simple, Other tenses of. the passive general~y seem to be 
... 
rendered·. correctly in French~ 
, · 
• : 
• 
. -1 
5.5.4 A~xiliaries 
, Auxiliary verbs are those that are used with other 
verbal forms. They include ayoir,. i:tn. devoir, ·pouycij r, · 
-.; . • ~".-. • .-.,·. ~;·· : • I - · , 
Yiuloir, sayoir, aller, fa ire, yenir in Fr~nch, · and ",do''. , . 
. " . ' ' 
·~ 
. , 
"be", "have", "can" , .. "may", "must"~ "shall~·, "will" , - ".ought", ·· 
· and need in English, .. . 
• 
Guillaume says tbat 
: . '"" 
"Dans toutes les.~ngues, les ve,bes auxiliilires sont 
des verbes dont.la gen~se materielle, interrompue 
par un ach~vemen! plus, rapide de la~en~se formelle, · 
!'este en sus pens, ne .s • ach~ve pas et a])p~lle, en · 
consequence, un CQmplement de mati~re qui' ·ne ... Peut 
;r~nir •• , que de lit!xterit!urf d'un autre m~t" ll969a78) 
ct . ' . 
.. 
I 
' 
;.> 
.• 
J 
\ ; 
. 
.. 
.. 
·. 
' 
' · 
~-
II 
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·' 
Tn other words, dulllaume is s~yin~ that auxiliary· 
;. 
ac~ordine. to their functlonss ). • 
"••• la, flexion verbale en'fran~ais moderne ~omporte 
deux series de formes I les tines di tes I simples I • 
l~s autres 1 Composees 1 , .Ces derni~res sont 
constitutees d'un verbe ·semantiquement incolore, 
di t ~atixiliaire, lie ~ i.me forme modale im,personelle 
(infinitif, participe: present ou passe). Ces temps 
composes doivent ·{en ~eriu de -leur origine pistorique, 
et leur valeur propre) ~tre distingues en deux ~roupesa 
d 1 une par.t. cEmx dans lesquels ' l'auxiliaire~surtout · 
devoir, aller:'venir, sortir) est lie~ l 1 infinitifJ 
d' autre part • ceux dans lesq~~ls 1 1 auxiliaire ( Atre · 
ou avoir) est lie au ,participe-·passe ••• " ··(1958•18)~ · 
.. 11' • .1 · •• 
~e have attempted to classify the errors in auxiliary 
. 
. . \ . 
verbs'under two headings• errors in~: 
(a) grammatit:al auxiliaries - ayoix: and i;tn in 
French• ~d.d", "be" aT1d "have" in Ertglish., · .· 
I 
(b) lexr~al aux-iliaries - devoir, all_er, fa~re, ·pouvoir, 
. -
vouloir, sa voir, and venil' i~ French i "can'', "may" , 
.. must" • It shall" ' "will". "ou~ht" •.. and "need" in 
English.· 
.• . 
We shall now examine some. errors in both groups. · 
. : ·~ .. 
~ · 
s.s.4.t Grammatical 
( 74') 
* ••• 
je leur ai dit q~e J·~i eu. 
·~ ·~ 
,. 
. ... 
., .. 
-· 
. . 
• 
• • ._ (Cont. ex L - "'''ho pol ico nnkod me \.~' I had._oon tho t hi ovo.~: 
nnd 1 ": old 'them. r had",) Hero the lenrnor has uood t he 
pn.rutr compo,!:l~ of tho nuxiliary. nyotr, ao 1 f t.hi.o were a 
't 
finite verb.· Thin error io probably ~ue to interroronc~ 
~ from En~l i nh, whore the past partic i ple which completes"., 
• 
I 
1 had" io no ~. expraosod, It is permissibl~.\n Enp;l\sh to 
61 
om\ t ' tho paf:lt participle and a-imply u.ee t he auxt.linry, 'tut 
this is not n~rmally the case in French, One can .ask in 
En-o;lish, "Hnvo you seen thts-rtlm?" and obtain the answer, 
"Y"CB, r have" , or "No, I haven't" • Bu t one would. not answe~· 
· P · h •o · · ' · 1 n rp nc , · u 1 , J a 1. , 
' 
Avez-vous vu ce film? 
or "Noh,' je n'ai .pas, to the question, 
When avoir is used as a full verb it 
; 
is r:enerailv transitive. and is followed by a direct object, 
in w~ich case it expresse~ the notion of possession, But 
I 
. 
when'avo·: r is an auxiliary verb, the past partlciple of the 
o~her verb (which carries the lexicai content) must be ex- " 
. . ... 
pressed, because avoir has very little semant i c content when 
used as an auxiliary verb, ' This is ·why the • ••• 
. ../ j ' ai eu of . 
example ( 74) is an errOr. \ 
(?S) ~Les e~ants s'ont fach~ 
d 'un ~~eau syst~me •.. 
(76) • ·•Je m'ai·amuse bien. 
-
contre !'introduction 
.. .. . 
I 
.f 
I n both ,the above ·:~x?mple~ the wrong gz:ammatical 
. . . 
•I 
In thea·e aux i liary has been used ( t;Jhould have ~een Atr·e). 
cas.es' how.ever; \the _source· of ~nterferehce is not immediately 
· evident.. It may be from E~lish beca.use English uses "have" 
' 0 •• ,.~ .. 
as the auxiliary with reflextve v~tbs, e.g. she has washed 
. 
herself, and also which are not reflexive in 
., 
· - ' 
.J 
.. 
-I 
. . 
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' 
.Enr:linh !Jut nrc \.n l·'rench, ~uch an tho verbs .i.n tho above 
t:wo oxnmplt>n. (But tl'te · ~ntorference may also he due to over~ 
1~o'ncrnli7.ntion~r ·tho use of tho auxi. li~ry nvoi,r in French, 
as most verbs t ake avoi r. ·The n tudent may_ not . have known 
that' pronominal verbs etre ao aux\.l.iary, or he may have known 
. . . 
it, bu~ not pract·ised the usage suffici~ritly to maater it. 
5.11.4,2 . Lexical 
-
(?7) *Nous avons pu voir les arbres.~. 
-~ he error here is in the use of the auxiliary pouvoir. 
~ecause _  : the English sentence has •• could", a ~ast tense, the· 
learner uses a past, nous avons pu in his sentence • . But 
with. the verbs of perception, pouvoir is not expressed in 
. ' 
c. ' . 
French. Vinay and Darbelnet sa:. 
·~ 
,"avec l.es verbes de perception 'can• .ne se traduit 
I . 
l. 
• 
' I • 
! 
• 
'' . 
. 
~ . '-
.. 
pas. S'on passe, 'could •. se rend alors .par 1' im-
parfai ~ : • I can hear him' - Je 1' entends. • I · . 
. could see the lights of the city in th~ -~s~nce. - . . 
J~ v~yais ,au loin"les.lumi~res de la v~~~ (1958alJ9) 
. .. \ 
.. . ·. ~~ -ver~ pouvoir ~nd "can" both express. capacity and 
- ,. J ·~ 
. ·-: .;ossibiiity •. '.ilith t}le,v~rbs of perception, "l' idee de ~ 
•:. ' .f;;sibi.l~t! ~~· imJ?lj.ci te ~n fran~ais et explfcite. e.n anglais. • 
.. 11\ nay--and Darbelnet 1958al40). Therefore, t'herlt1s no need 
.. . ' ; . . . . 
to\u~ the verb pouvoir~n exanfple (77) above.- . . _, . - ;. 
• . ' ' I •• ~ · ,~ . ' 
.. ( 78) . *Je n' ai .jamais appris par coeur. comment on 
commencerait et finirai t un lettre· • 
. ( C onte·xt a how one should be_gi'n and end · ••. ~") .. ' .... 
... 
'The error in the use of· the conditional in the student • s 
• 
.. 
.. 
• 
'· 
6) 
.. . . .. 
.. 
sentence neemo to he due. to interference from .. t he form "ohould" 
-· 
in th·e E111~l ish ocntenc e. 'Phe . fltud ent sense a that "should 
. 
hcr-;in" is in some way a conditional, so he uses a conctitional 
in hi.s correspondin;; French oentence • . He does not realize, 
however, that "should'• is an auxiliary verb in Erv~lish and 
that it .. indicates that · the subjec"t is unde,r some kind of 
constraint, the constraint of duty, circumstanceo or the will 
of another... ( Curme an~ Kurath 19)11 )67 ).. This constraint 
~ must also be exp~essed in French, in the above example by 
means of the verb devoir, b.ecause the condttional of the verbs 
commenc~r and finir will not expre~s that·constraint. 
5,6 ·One "grammatical form in English for several in French 
( 79') *Ils peuv.ent preparer eux_-m3mes _ •. 
In the above example the .learner has used an emphatic 
. . 
, 
prono~n inStead of a reflexive prono~n. This seems due to. 
the fact that in English, the 'pronoun "themselves" can be 
both emphatic and reflexive, whereas in French there are 
two different pronouns, euzc-~A.mes and n . .:.} .·.: 
- ~ 
fl 
The- fact that one grammatical form il'l English .otten 
~orr~sPonds to -several _ in French is a .freq~ent ""a~urc~~ of 
irtt erference for·. ~.}earner: ~r da~a i ncluiJed many ~mples 
of errors due to this ~~d "Of interferencE!• • We will list 
. . ·~ 
some of 'these exampl~s and also give the source of the inter-
' , 
ference that · caused them. 
.. 
,. 
~ 
• 
; i . 
• 
I 
L 
t 
'• 
r • 
~ 
' I 
~. 
Exnmplco (with relevant E~lish 
errors underlined) ~ 
(1'·0) *Donne7.-lea lo liyr~ •. 
(At~ *Il ·est difficile d 
parlor avec ~eur. 
(82) *Les plus ~tudiants 
font leurs devoirs 
chez. eux. 
(H)) . *t 1 y avai t be.aucoup· 
d'etudiants dans la 
classe, et guelgU~s 
~savaient dejA parler 
fran~ais. 
(B4) *Voil~ VinP.t etudiants 
dans · notre c~asse. 
. 
them~ ... 
them . · 
most 
some., 
a f,'ew 
there is/ 
are 
Posr:; i bilitica 
in l;'rench 
lea1 leur1 eux 
le/la/leo plus 
( + adj. ) · 
la. plupa'tt 
quelques .(adj. ) 
quelques-un( e) · 
(pronoun) 
il y a 
voil~ 
There were also numerous errors (as e.xainples 81)-88 
.. 
following will demonstr.ate) caused by interference from the 
English system of "that" •. English has a single morpheme, 
"that", which may belong to five different grammatical 
categories, · ~hereas French has about fifteen different 
morphemes covering the same items~ In other words, the mor-
. . 
pheme .. that•• may, have . ~s manv as f ifteet;1 different equivalent a 
. . 
in French, not·. counting id·iomatic c·onstructions such as 
E~lish "and that was that• t•' French ·plus· rien l . dire, where 
.. 
· ther~ 1~ no word corresponding to "that•. 
~ 
The foll·owing is a list of the different uses of "that" 
• • 
in E~lish and their equivalent~ in Frericha 
'· 
., 
Demonstz'ative .adjective ;that b!)Ok 
' that house 
that child 
ce ·livre • 
Demonstrative pronoun Give me that. 
• 
.cette maison 
c~t enfant 
Donnez-moi eela. 
. . c;a 
celui-lll 
cel~e-lh . 
I 
r 
• 
0 • 
.... 
6') 
Hela tt ve pronoun 
( n) Sub ,;ect 
(b) Object (of a verb) 
(c) Object (of a prep-
osition) 
'!'he car that is 
in front of our 
hous~ is my sis-
~ · ~er' a, 
The csr (that) 
I bour;ht is ' a 
Ford, ·. · 
Where • a the box 
that r put my 
·hat in? 
' . 
La voi t ure qui 
est deval')t notre 
maison est .celle 
de ma o oeur. 
La voi ture que j'at achetee 
est une Ford. 
oll est la bo!te 
dans laquelle/o~ 
j • ai ·mis mon 
. . chapeau? ·. 
Adverb The wall is not 
that high. 
Lemur n'est ·pas 
si/aussi/telle-
ment haut. 
Conjunction 
(a) Introducing noun 
. clause 
(b) Purpo~e 
.(c) Result 
I ·think {that) 
she is ill • 
. Bring your 'chair 
clos·e (so) that 
you may hear 
better, 
He was so weak 
that he died 
right away. · 
• • • that they 
had. to leave 
Je cr.ois qu'ell~ 
esf malade.· · 
Approchez votre . 
chaise pour que/ 
afin que vous 
entendiez.-mie 
Il. etai i 
faible qu • il 
mourut tout 
de suite • 
••• de sorte qu'il 
fallait partir. 
Since tJii.e si~le morpheme "that" may be ~~· as. 
. . . . 
. . . . . . .. 
· several parts of speech, the ),earner does not have to · th~nk ' 
• 
. ' . . . . . 
• ' ~:t>o~t a~ \pec1al form to use for .any g1ven category. How-
,. .• . . .. 1 . 
ever, when he wri tee his Pr.ench sentence h~ has· to decide 
' . ' 
. . 
.. ·• . . 
whetht!r the "that" he'.wants to ~xpress is a ·demonstrative 
.. 
adjective or pronoun, relative pr~:moun, etc. Then when he . 
"' 
. . 
has decided on the .. appropriate· category, he has to make · 
' . . ' . . .. 
. 
choices wi-thin . that category .as to gender, .number, and •cas·a. 
... 
•. 
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'Pho choice oystem is much simpler in English, and oo the " 
student becomeo confuse~n confronted with all those 
different forms in Prerich. S~ ~ the err6ra in the examplds 
. 
8')-88 followinr: are. due prill)artly to confusion between formo 
. . 
in ·French resulting . from interference .... from the . Erv~I tsh _system 
, . 
. of "that" 1 
(85) *Qu'est-ce que je ferai avec tout ~a temps? 
. 
(86) *Qu'est-ce Je ferai aveo tout q~e temps? 
(87) . *Ces gens resaemblen~ bien A ces-lA je me souviens • 
. .
(88) *L'homme qui je connaia I t I 
... 
, . 
.., .. 
5.7 Confusion of parts of speech 
The final sectio_n to be discussed in this category of 
inorphol~y is one in which we have_ put errors caused by the 
student's writing of an adverb for an adjective, _ a prep-
osition for a conjunction, etc. 
I ";"• 
(89) *J'~ai e1;e au chez. 
(90) *Je resterai chez. 
The inteEference here is that thEf-stu.cfe'nt has equated 
.. che;.:.i~h -~he morp~eme "home", in all its. uses. In example 
( 8.9) ·._ ( E~lish• I .was at home) the st~dent sees the prepcisi t-
. . ' ·,!! 
ie>,n· "at"· followed by the nbun "home", so he attempts. to make 
- - _'1;, _ . 
a no~n {rom the ~repositiorr £b!t, p~oducing *le chez;'which 
. r , J . . , , • 
. o· • .. . . • • 
he then precedes by l .and_ wi~h the c~ntract~on of !.and.!! 
to m4_, the resultant unaccept~ble form )a *au chei. · 
' In example (90), the learner seems to realize that in 
.. 
" . 
.· 
.· 
.. 
• the Engl ioh oontenco, "home" is uaed adverbially, therefore . · 
he trico to use chez adverbially in his sentence *Je resterai 
chez. 
In both examp~es, the morphological form chez, . which · 
is a preposition, has been used as another part of spe!ch. 
(91) *Le voyage a ete vite. 
The learner who wrote this sentence. has used the adverb 
vi te instead of the adjective ·rapide; becau~e of· interference 
from English, wh~re "fast" can be both an ad,iecti:ve and an . 
adverb. 
. . 
(92) · *Il court jusqu•.A i~ tombe. 
Here the learner has made an error by using the co_m-
p·ound preposition jusgu'! in!5tead C?f the conjunction jusau'! 
ce que. Whereas English does not differentiate in form be-
tween "until" as a preposition and "until" as a ·conjunction, 
French 'does make this distinction, as illustrated by the 
.. 
following• 
(a) Stay until three o'clock~ · 
(p) Restez jusqu'l trois·heures. 
(c) . Stay until'he comes back. 
. ~ \ . ' . 
· ( ci )' . Rest~ ._jusqu' 1· ce. qu' il rev ~·anne. * 
So tlie .interference from his mother tongue, English;, ·~ caused . . 
.. . ... . ·
the ~earner. to malte · the ·e~rgr in exampl~ - (92) above. 
There are · many ot~er ~xamples of 'errors of the .above 
type, where the student has· used a pre.posi tion irfstead· of -
. . ' . . ; 
. ' 
a conjunction • . The following are some example&• 
(~J) *Apr~s nous finissons notre devoir, allons 
chez Pierre. ·· . 
(apr~s inatead of apr~s que) 
.. 
•• 
. ; 
·' 
( 94) 
( 9 (i) 
. • 
'1, 
, 
' ... ~. ' . 
~ . ' 
.. 
*Pendant voua ~tiez en vacancea, il y n eu 
un accident . au coin de la rue. 
(pendant instead of pendant que) 
6A 
*Nous avona pris nos bill~ts daux ,}ouro avant 
nous oommea partie, 
(avant instead of avant que) 
.. 
.. . 
: .· .. 
, ' 
• . '-> 
" 
.. 
I 
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6. . CONCLUSION 
The aim of this study has been to examine certain as- · 
pacta of the-interference. of the mother to~e of a group 
of anff,lophone students on thei~ . learning of· French as a 
second lanp;uage... Qur me lihod was to .analyze vart ouEf tynes · 
. . 
. or errors made by the' students. in the hppe of determin~np: 
how the system of their native language interfered to cause 
these errors. 
Cha'Cters 1 ·and 2 introduced our thesls ard · br'iefly 
discussed the· concept of interference. We then proceeded 
to an analysis of the errors which we had classified, accord-
... 
ing to their nature,· as· beinr, .either lexical, syntactical 
or·morphological. 
In Chapter 3 we examined lexical errors, which we had 
. 
sub-divided into areas of lexical. multiplicity, basic 
dictio'nary errors, errors in :phrasal verb~ and errors in 
· idiomatic constructions. 
j· Chapter 4 treated syntactical errors, which, . for this 
study, were those of word or,er, omisslo~ o.f · arti6le~. ftd 
. 
preposi tiot:ts. and unsatisfact.ory confbinations· of ~ords • .• 
. . 
. Chapter 5 then presented our class~ficati'on and anal~sis 
of the err·ors in 'mo~phology._~ Maey of . these errors were by 
. . .. . · ~ 
.. ... .. 
native lang-
fo~lowing 
. ' . ' . . . 
categ.ories • gender; concord, participles·, infinitives, pro-
no~n8. prepositions, the verbal system - tense. ·voice and ·. 
auxiliaries and confusion of parts ~f. speech. 
r\' 
. 
.. . 
, 
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Ao a rooult of hav~n~ done thin study, we are oven more 
l'l.rmly conv incod that he ~ystems of E~lish do interfere in 
certain respects when students are learninp; a· second lnrlf'0Jage, · 
. because the patterns of their mother ton~ue are oo deeply 
ingrained, so much a part of the learner that they come to 
the forefront when he has to make a choice of st~ucture in 
the tar,:;et language, We also feel that the interference is 
likely to be strongest where there is a partial similarity 
between the structures of th~ two languages. Ia other words, 
we believe that if the structures of the sourc'e language and' 
.. 
of the target language are ~ither very similar or very 
different, the interference will perhaps not be as great as . 
. 
when there is an overlap of certaln·areas, either lexicon 
or grammar.- · Therefore, when there are certain similarl ties 
. between th~ structurq of two given languages, these similar-
. . . , 
ities, and also.the differences, between the structure need 
. to be e~phasized and practised in the classroom, This teach-
ing method is based on the hypothesis of contrastive ling-
uistics, which, according to Carroll, ",,.is that wherever 
' t . ' . 
' . 
. there are similari t~es, learning can be facili tat·ed, an~ 
wherever there are contrasts, learning may be· retar~d or 
cs . 
interfered with,"· ('1968all4) We support this defJ,ni tion, 
~ut . we would. undel'line $~8 word may~ for . surely tit~ · simple 
fact. that language structures differ does not necessarily 
. . . 
imply 'difficuity· ~·n t~e learning of one ·9r .the ··other of 
them, But if the teacher neglects'to point .out these differ-
ences, then the studt,nt may . very well have a learning probtem • 
.. , 
.. 
' 
. .. 
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• 
We would also 1\ko to note that th~ teachinp.; of idiom 
seems to be one of the most badly negle~~ed ~reas of second 
• 
lanKuEi~e teaching, and needs to be tau~ht nt all leve.le. 
The teacher may ver~ well benefit from a aontrastiye 
gramf!lar ·, a_ teachi.np.; ~rammar, based on 1 inp.;u~atic prtnci plea, 
. which ~oinis out the differences and_almilarities bet~een 
the structures of the·two.languages, and stressing areas 
where there are partial similarities ahd differences. It 
'. would be 'in these a~eas, e.g. idiom, choice of tenses, syn-
tax, that the learner would require the most practice. 
In c~nclusion, we restate our belief that · native 
·langua~e interference is a primary cause of many errors pro-
"d.uced in the learning of a second language, but we real'ize · 
. • 
that it is cer~ai~y not the only cause, others being over-
~ 
. ' . genera.lizat.ion of . patterJ1S from ~i t}1in the .target language · 
itself, and also the incomplete learning of a partiqular 
structure. 
We hope · that .this study~has ~een able to shed some . 
light on this ve.ry obscure concept of interference • . 
. · .. 
. . 
• 
.. 
' "1.-
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APPENDIX TO CHAPrER 3 
J,l · Lexical multiplicitY. 
tvA 
Confusion between• 
apportera emmener 
direa racontera parler 
peuplea ~ensa personnee 
marchera aller A pieda faire 
promenadea se promener 
parti~a quitterr lai~eer 
·jour a j ournee 
eoira soiree·'· 
matina matinee 
savoira .connattre 
. . . 
3.2 Basic dictionary errore 
' 
una 
.. 
to carry 
to tell 
people 
to walk 
to leave 
day 
evening 
- morhil'lB; 
to know · 
( 96) *de c.ourses nuages {i.e. racing clouds) 
(97) · *Lea congas tombaient ·des arbres, · 
(i.e .• The leaves were falling from the trees,) 
. . f 
( 98) *.Le diner est servi auteur .de 6 or 7 h. ·.# 
(99)· *laochance (i.e. the chance)· 
. 
· (100) ~Nous comblons la carte ·au bureau du accueil, 
(i.e. We fill in the card~~-~.:~. ) . 
cioi) 
{_102 ). 
*Ma famille· me prend A la gare, · 
' I 
*Nou• avons eu un bo~ ·temps • . 
II 
(lOJ) *un ,v,nement excitant. 
· ( 104) *Je pre~s i.tn v9y~ge. 
·.· . 
(lOS) *le_a constru~tiol'\8 · (1. e. the buildings) 
. ~ . . . ·~ . 
(.t06J . *u~' .goulet (i.e~ ~ a ~ound, a. noise) ·. .' . 
. .  
(107.) · *des · habits propr.es . {i.e, t~e .proper clothes) 
: ·. ' . . . . 
{108) · *Ce1a le ·fait .furleux • 
. . 
' 
. 
.. • . • 
(109) ·•en voi~ · $i.e. ir:t a ~ way) . · , 
• • I 
{llG) .· *Au f~ont · .du .c~rt~ge •••. .Ji;e, pt.t the head of 
: . · the procelssion) . , .. . : 
, · 
. . 
. . . 
. · . . 
!... . .. 
· ... 
, 
. ' . ~ 
( 
• 
.. . .... 
_j. 
( t 11) 
( 112) 
( 11 J) 
(114) 
3. 4 ldiom 
(119) 
. ' ' 
*placos d'intdrAt 
. . 
~ •· Tl etal.t le foie nller ~ la r;nre, 
*••• un complet ~ria comme en portent lea 
occl~siastiques chnuds/ardents. ~ 
( 1. e. . • • hot cleJ;~y1nen) 
·t"-·· · . 
*Il s'etait amuse beaucoup la vue de sa 
fenAtre, (i,e. He enjoyed th~ view,) 
\ 
• 
*sous son souffle 
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(120) *sous sa haleine 
.. 
. ( 121) 
. ( 122) 
' ( 12) ). 
.. 
· .... 
*la raison pourqu'oi 
*Il n' avai t paS (dormi un cllgneme.nt d • oell • 
(i.e. Ha ·hadnjt . slept a wink. ) _ 
. . 
•Aussi loin que la Prance est inquiet . 
(i,e •. As far as Prance is concerned ••• ) 
• f . 
•. 
·. , 
. . 
t 
. I 
. . . 
. 
... 
. . ·.· 
' "'l · · • • 
. . 
. 
.. 
. 1 
'· 
·' - -:- · ·~ 
. .. 
.. 
9, APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 4 
.. 
4,1 Word order 
• 
-
.. 
f , 
,; ..i • 
. ;~ : .:. 
, 1' . . .. .. _ . ..... . .. 
,. 
4,1.1 Adverbs 
(124o) 
(125) 
*Je auis alle aouvent A... · 
*Je fais connaissance avec beaucoup de 
monde dejA. 
(126) *Je m'ai amuse bien, 
4,1,2 ~djec~ives 
(t27) •c•etait le plus haut pouvoir, 
" (128) *La region a accept& un assez triste air. 
. ,..  -
a 
( t29) *J' aime l voir la belle t -errain et lea ·. 
grandee rorAte et ouverta champs, 
' ( t.JO) · *J • ai une ver.te maison, 
. 
*la -plus cel~bre ,eglise (1J1) 
( 1)2) *la pu~e tnj'sutice ·de cel.a 
. ~ I • 
{1)) l ... •un.'autre. :ras· impor7nt raison,., 
.,.. .. , ..... · 
4.1.) Negat~vea .. ' 
(134) *Je ne sqls alltS pas ' •.•. 
I ( 135} * f f f de- n•"avoir pas . .Ste f f .. 
(t36) *Ne pe~onne est veriu~ . . 
~ ~· 1', 4 · Conjunctive prono!Jns . .;. . . ; 
.. . , 
. · • ( 1:37) .*Je faut de ·voir vous ·aprlt~ la class;, 
. . / -. . . .. 
•. 
. . . ' 
(1)8} · · ~Il a ncn.is conduit.- · 
. , • • • • . • t . 
(1)9) · .'•11 a .. demandtC moi' • •• 
-~ 
... 
... 
• " ·.f ~ • • . • • 
-. 
• • • t 
. , · . '!>'•• 
• 
.. 
.,.· .. 
.. ~ ··· ·· · . . ~ · ..... -...  ,_~ .: 
. . - . ·. . .. 
AO 
• 
.. 
• 
. I 
'·' . 
, · 
... 
,- . ~.it . • ·, 
{..-l ~.. . ·. . ·~ .,_ 
· . . _.,: -~ 
. ' 
·.• 
.  
. " 
... 
I ' 
. .. 
Itt • . 
4,2· Omission of definers 
(140)' *J'aime! voir ••• lea grandee for~ts et 
ouverts champt;t. 
( 141) *Autrds membi\es de rna famille,., . 
(i.e. the otner members~ •• ) 
*J'etais trlst~ de qV:itter Canada. 
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( 142) 
(14)) *Nous prenions notre petit dejeuner du cafe 
et croissanta. 
4,J Omission of preposi~ions 
4.).1 ! 
(144) 
... 
*J. aime beaucoup l~ pAche mal's j I ai ate 
seulement la pi¢he deux ,ou trois fois. 
( 145) . *Nous ~tiona una semaine recevant prAt aller. 
' ~ i"! Q. We were a week gett i ng ready to go. ) 
· " 
. ~ ~ ' 
(146)· . *L' exterieur la maiso~ '(i, ~· outside the house) 
. , .• 
(147) *Nous avons commence rire, ·: 
II ' . 
(148) .*Lea gens qui habitant. cas tout maisons sont 
·· · · ... .. · vraisemblable callas que je me ·rappelle, 
. 
: (149) •J• enseig~e'rai des. enfants. 
• .-
. . ;. (150) *• •• \ln fracas qu' on pouvait entenare un mille 
1.. 
, · · ~u 'loin. (i.e. a :noise that c oufd be heard 
a mile aw&¥. ) .1. · 
' · 
,. 
~· 
. . 
.. 
• 4~).2 y 
. . ~ , 
. ' : 
~ (1~1) *Il ·est . facile ··:aller· aux villages~ ·. · · 
. . . . . . . . . • . . 
(1.52) •J • at· oubl:ie .vei'li.r .en ~lass e.. . ·. 
. . 
· (153) - *L!t-,ril~ _ q~ nous "jouions mainte~rt~ .at· .· 
· ·_vraiment que un cul•de-sac environ cinquante 
, . 
utres ·l'ong, . . ~ . . . 
. . 
.. • 
(15.4) .. ~J· ai ti.nt . devoirs: · 
. - .: 
... · · ..-.·.• ~ 
.. , .. ~
' \ . . 
• •• 
.,:.r · ...... . 
' . ~ ~-
.. .. 
I • 
. ··': t:- . . 
:• 
1 , ' • 
·,· 
. ' 
.... ·· 
. • i . • . 
.·. 
.~ · . 
.·. 
.. . 
· . 
.. . 
. .. . 
. 
, . . .. 
• 
I 
' 
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4', 4 Unsatisfactory constructions 
.. 
. . 
. ; 
r 
. '(155) *Il etait difficile ap~enant .rna voie autour 
de, (i,e. It was difficult l~arning my way 
around,) 
*lea nouvelles pro~rammes (i.e. the news 
pror,rams) 
*Nou's avons pu voir les platanes du boulevard 
St, Michel commencent A s'effeuiller. 
*Le film a ete tr~s excellent, 
*Ne ne peux ·pas m'emp3cher d'etonner. 
*, • , par glancer A • · •• 
*Aussi presents aux grandee occasions sont 
las vine, fameux - blancs~d'Knjou, roses de 
Provence, . · . · :_ 
• . 
. .. 
*Je n•at · j~~ai_s . ete dans un avion avant,' 
. . 
.... 
*Et justa quelle sorte d'homme est-il A 
merite.r telle nomenclature? . . . . 
'· 
.. 
• ( ~64)" *:t.a vie n• a pf.s ete_ facile ay~c lui, · .. 
(165) .*Elle incommoda~t tout .le monde par pendant-
·~--. ·· son blanchissage ·1e d~manche, · · 
' ' ' (1~6) 
' ( 167) 
*Je dois ·aller pour ~lf:l~ .-mon p~re, . 
i 
! 
l 
I· 
I 
I 
I . 
~ . . 
., 
*Malntenant eS.t ~ne bonne · occasiQ_n d' attraper .· . 
sur tout ton vail. - . . · 
' . . . : 
·( 168) moi • 
.. (.169) .. *J;~:ai. d.icld'. de v . ecrire at . vous raconter ... 
·'cia\ ~~n · ~oyage ~ .. .. _ 
. •±1· .•~ t. -~ • -~~ de rat~gue.. . . ~ .· . 
.. 
(170) ' . 
. ' 
·. .. . . 
. . 
. . 
· ·: {171) *Cela tait Terre Neuva differfint. de· .tout le 
! ~ ~aJ14lda. . . - . .. 
•i 
; . 
. ... ·· .. . 
. ' 
. . 
' -
.. 
I . 
' 
.. ! • 
... - ... 
# . 
·:--··· ·· 
- - ~ .,, .• . • ' ' 
'· . ,. 
.I 
• 
I . 
~. 
. 
I' 
. . . 
' o 
. • : 
_, 
8) 
0 .. 
I 10, APPENDIX '1'0 CHAP'l'ER 5 
• 
I 
5.1 Gender 
... 
(172) *Un autre • • • raison ••• 
(17)) .*un lumi~re 
0~ (174) *la belle terrain 
..( 175) *le circulation ·•: 
. .· 
5~ 2 Concord 
· 5· 2.1 ,.Subje~t and verb ... · 
(176) *La police .ont commence chercher pour moi. 
' e> 0 • 
• . 
(17?) *Lea avocate travaille ••• 
(t78) ~La fami~le ovont 
••• 
'o 
5:2·~ 2 Adjective and noun 
• 0 ( 179) *toutes· mea &J!)is 
( 180 ). *lea petites · vil{ages 
11 ' • . • • ' .. 
(182) *ce nuit 
~ . 
': .. •. 
5.),2 · Relat~ve pronouN( 
(18]) 
(18~) 
. . 
... 
• ·:' t , ;-
•o • 
*Le livre. que j'ai . ~e·aoi~ 
. . 
i 0 
· . '. 
.. 
.. ·. · ·.·, · ... . 
.I · - _ ....... .., , ~- - . 
.. 
. . 
.. 
. 
• 
. . 
. ...... . . 
·. 
o, 
\ ... 
I . 
• I . 
\ 
\ 
.. 
\ 
' \ 
• 
. / 
I \ f .I • • 
\ 
·' 
• il • • 
\- . o o 
. . 
·i 
·: 
, . 
I 
.. 
R4 
5.~ Preponitions 
5.4.1 en 
--
(185) *en r~rre Neuva 
' .. 
('tA6) *Je n•ai pas 'trouve'en de province lea 
· r;entils gens qu·e j • ai trouve !. Terre Neuva. 
v 
_ {187) *Je n•ai jamaia voyage en un autre pays.· · 
5. 5.1 Tense 
' - . 
5.5.1.1 Use of paSse compose for present 
,..c.-.. """ • ( 188)1 . *Tu as -~au ta malad i.e depuis six jours. 
(189) *C • est la premiltre fois que j_; ai mange .des' 
ltpinards. 
-· 
. 
.. 
5.5.1.4 Interference from the progres~ive form i~ 
~rw.l-i~h . . . . .o ' .• 
. ~ . ~ 
., 
( 190) *M.ori frltre est travaille A: Vancouver. 
(191) *Mercreai dernier je m~asseyat.. . i~ · ·_. · 
\ me;tro. ·quand quelqu' un m' a touc . 1 1 epoule. 
(.i.e._ Last'Wednesday, I was sitting (s_eated). 
in ·the sub~y ••• ). . . 
5~5.2 .Use of. present_ participle for infinitive. 
(192) *Nous ~vona vu uri helicopt~r'e Voland autoUr . 
-prlts de. nous. · · ·_ - . , · :_ ·. · · ~ ··· 
. . . . . . . 
( 193) · .• Il est dur restant au lit • 
(i94) ~ *Il_ avait_. conscient·· d' &tarit pou~aui~l. · . . ' 
J 
(.195) · *J' ai 'un·:peu de diff'iJ:ult• ·parlant ·.:rran~ais · · 
· avec - ~~ur. · · · · .- - · ·· 
~ . 
• • . 1 ; 
. · . . 
, . 
• 
't 
, 
( 196) 
.. 
• 
*La touto compante ont dddi~ eux-mAmoo l 
la tAche d'nmuannte los enfante • 
5 •. S.4 Auxiliaries 
5.5.4.1 Urammatical 
{197) *.;. e·a~oir cont~nct~ ••• 
(198) *J'~i all~e ••• 
(199) *L~s ~tudiants e'o~t f&ch~ 
' ' {200) *Je m'ai amuse bien. 
.. 
{ . . .. 
··, .. 
.•... ..· 
. . 
... 
. ~ ·~· 
• 
.... 
• 
. .. 
. ~ 
."' 
··.~ · 
. ""-. 
• 
•• 
, I 
·' .. 
1,\ 
• 
~ . 
., 
. . 
. . 
' 




